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I. HIST OR I OAi INTRODUCTION.

1. MRLY HISTORY Off THE DIRECT PHOTOGRAPHIC

METHOD.

The photographic emulsion played a prominent

role in the early studies of radioactive radiations

and although its place was subsequently taken by

electronic devices, it again became an important

me are of investigation in radioactive measurements

as the result of later improvements in emulsion

preparation.

The photographic action of a single c>c-particle

was first discovered by Kinoshita (49) in 1910,

while working in Rutherford's laboratory. He failed

to observe the formation of individual tracks owing

to his particular experimental arrangement in which

the particles were incident upon the plate at snail

angles with the normal. Reinganuro (65) subsequently

recognized that the track of an -particle, which

has passed through the emulsion at glancing incidence,

is represented after development by a line of silver

grains. About the sams time C.T.R. Wilson (95) had

succeeded in making visible by photographic means the

paths of single oi -particles in his cloud chamber.

Reinganum's observations were confirmed and extended

by Michl (58), who showed that the track length and
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the number of silver grains per track were linear

functions of the residual air-ranges of the

oC-particles used. Kinoshite and Ikeuti (50)
introduced traces of Rs(C-+-C') into an emulsion by

touching it at a number of points with a needle

having some active deposit of radon at its tip.

After exposure and development of the plate, micro¬

scopic examination showed numerous ©(.-tracks

emerging radially from the blackened point of con¬

tact and terminating on or near a sphere whose

radius equalled the range of the ©(-rays in the

emulsion.

Using the needle-point technique of Kinoshlta

and Ikeuti, Sahni (78) investigated the photographic

effect of Q -rays and obtained results which differ¬
ed strikingly from those for o(-partieles. Instead

of showing the approximate spherical symmetry char¬

acteristic of c<-particles, these patterns were ir¬

regular and nebulous. Moreover, the (3-particles
left no straight tracks. Experiments with /-ray
sources yielded spots similar to those made by

(3 -rays and these were attributed to the production
of secondary (3 -particles by the primary /-radiation.

fhat protons can produce tracks in photographic

emulsions was demonstrated by Hlau (6, 7). Wilkins

and St. Helens (93) found that deuterons likewise

produce tracks in emulsions and that alpha, proton

and deuteron tracks can be differentiated by careful

microscopic determination of the relative grain

densities.
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2. DEVELOPEEHT OF MIC IEAR-TYPE EMJL3IOBS.

The early work on the action of radioactive

radiations on emis ions was carried out on the

commonly available commercial plates intended for

optical photography. These emulsions have a thick¬

ness of a few microns and will record complete

tracks only of particles entering at glancing

incidence. To record, the fell trajectory of low

energy oC-particles at all angles of incidence an

emulsion thickness of about 50 microns is essential.

Thick-layered emulsions were prepared by J*|yssowksy

(59) in 1927, Improved emulsions were studied by

Jdanov (46) and by Blau and Wambacher (8). An

important contribution by tvambaoher (89) and Blau (9)

was their discovery that pinacryptol yellow sen¬

sitizes photographic emulsions to energetic protons,

although the ssme organic dye is an effective de3en-

sitizer to visible light. The pinacryptol yellow

technique was further studied by Zila (100) and

applied by Rumbaugh and Locher (76) to cosmic ray

research.

Photographic emulsions sensitive to energetic

protons without rreliminary immersion in pinacryptol

yellow were independently developed by Jdanov (47)
■

and by the Ilford Laboratories (45,83). Jdanov show¬

ed that the nature of the trades produced by nuclear

particles depends on the sise of the grain and on the
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concentration of silver bromide in the emulsion*

The development of proton-sensitive plates

extended the applicability of the photographic

method to problems in nuclear physics and provided

an invaluable tool for the Investigation of cosmic

radiation* A detailed account of the history of

the development of the method and a sunraary of the

contributions of the photographic method in the

fields of cosmic radiation and nuclear physics is

available in a review by Shapiro (79)*

The emulsions vshioh had been used up to this

time suffered from the disadvantage that there were

wide gaps in the succession of grains farming a

track. It follows that the length of the track,

defined as the distance between the first and last

grains recognised as belonging to it, would be, in

general, less than the true range of the particle

in the emulsion* It was realised that a substantial

improvement in the precision of the range measure¬

ments would result if the number of developed grains

in a track of given energy could be increased, and

attempts were made in 1939 by Pc^ell in collaborat¬

ion with Bloch to produce an emulsion containing an

increased quantity of silver bromide, but no consid¬

erable improvement was obtained. Collaboration

between Powell and the Ilfard Laboratories in 1945

resulted in a series of nuclear emulsions containing
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about eight times the normal quantity of silver

halide for a given amount of gelatine (64). In

the preparation of these emulsions care is taken to

prevent the background density of fog grains ffcom

increasing in proportion to the increased silver

content# These emulsions, intended far the regis¬

tration of dL -particle, proton and fission-fragment

tracks, ere referred to as nuclear Emulsions# They

are available commercially in different types

designated B2, 02, SI, and Dl*

In oollaboration with Wilkins the Eastman Kodak

laboratories produced a series of nuclear-type

emulsions, and the Agfa laboratories developed a

nuclear emulsion designated as the "K-plate#M Cher

(23) has described the recording properties of two

emulsions of jPrench manufacture#

jj'crmulae for the laboratory preparation of

nuclear-type emulsions were described by .uemers (25),

who showed that emulsions of markedly different

sensitivity can be prepared by altering the size and

spacing of the silver bromide grains without resort¬

ing to their sensitization by dyes# Hfllg and Jenny

(41) described the preparation of a silver bromide-

iodide emulsion utilizing leraers' precipitation

technique# The present-day I Ifor a and Kodak

emulsions are of mixed halide type.
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3. DEVELOPMENT OP TEE ELBCTROB-3EH3ITITS

EMJ1SION,

Kodak, Ltd., at Harrow recently developed a

nuclear-type emul3ion, designated as NT 2a, which

was sufficiently sensitive to enable electron

tracks to be recorded unmistakably. In a study

by ijerrimen (3) the emulsion was tested far proton

sensitivity by bombardment with neutrons from a

radium-beryllium source, filtered through 17 cm,

of lead to reduce the Y-ray intensity, Microscopic

examination of the developed rlate showed that the

background to the proton tracks consisted of short,

non-linear chains of grains, the producing particle

having been highly scattered in its passage through

the emulsion. These were believed to be the low-

energy ends of tracks of photoelectrons and recoil

electrons liberated by the Y-rays. Hers (42, 43;

studied the relation between the energy and range

of electron tracks in the NT 2a emulsion, the tracks

being obtained by exposing the plates tc heavily

filtered X-rays, He found that the maximum energy

of electrons which could be recorded with the NT 2a

emulsion was about 80 keV, The residual path-length

in the emulsion of an electron of 80 keV being about

30^ , the ionising power of such an electron can be
shown to be approximately three tines that of the

minimum, and an emulsion with a threefold increase



in sensitivity over that of the ST 2a was required

in order that tracks of particles of minimum ioniz¬

ing power might be recorded {4, 5).
NT Zb emulsion was exposed to lcm energy

electron in a @-ray spectrograph by Ross and
ka^ac (72), who found that electron tracks could be

followed easily up to 50 keV, and with some diff¬

iculty up to an energy of 80 keV. An experimental

emulsion, having larger grain size and hi^aer sen¬

sitivity than the normal NT 2a, recorded electron

tracks up to a range of about 100juu , the upper

energy limit for the range measurements being set

only by the thickness, (30/^-), of the emulsion. A

range-energy calibration was given for energies up

to 100 keV, and also the mean numbers of grains per

track*

Subsequent improvements in the sensitivity of

the emulsion led to the production of the NT 4

emulsion, sensitive to particles of minimum ionizing

power (4). Using this type of emulsion, the range-

energy relation was extended by Zstjae and Ross (99)
for electrons of energy up to 250 keV.

Sensitivity to particles at minimum ionization

was subsequently achieved also in the Ilfard S5

emulsion# At the tine of writing, efforts are being

made by both the kodak and Ilfard Research laborator¬

ies to produce a new type of emulsion, containing a



reduces concentration of silver halide, while at

the same tis© maintaining the full sensitivity,

in the hope of reducing the number of fog grains

developed and improving track recognition.



II. ADVANTAGES AID LIMITATIONS OiT THE
EH6fofeAMC

The nuclear emlsion, although similar in many

respects to a Wilson cloud chamber, has certain

great advantages* The basic advantage of the photo¬

graphic plate is its continuous sensitivity. The
expansion chamber, on the other hand, can detect

particles during only about 1/1500 of the working

time and, moreover, it is elaborate and costly to

operate, whereas the photographic plate is comparat¬

ively simple end cheap. The continuous sensitivity

of the photographic emulsion enables one to extend

the time of exposure, within the limits of fading

phenomena, as long as necessary to get sufficient

data when investigating reactions with a low yield

or when employing radioactive sources of low intensity*

A great deal of information can be accumulated on a

single small plate and the processed plate then pro¬

vides a permanent record, which can be subsequently

examined at one's leisure, While, the actual micro¬

scopic examination of the plates may he very tedious,

the method is essentially simple in principle.

On the other hand, the photographic method is

subject to certain limitations. The difficulties

arising from developed fog grains and the determin¬

ation of the first and last grains belonging to an

o( -track have now been largely overcome with the
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production of new emulsions, although uncertainty

still exists in the case of @ -tracks In which there
may he fairly wide gaps between successive grains.

The exact origin of a @-track is often doubtful and
the interpretation of the path of the track may be

rendered difficult by the presence of fog grains.

It is, of course, well known that all energy

neasurements, which depend on range determinations,

suffer from the limitation that the trajectories of

similar particles of the same initial energy are not

constant in length, but are subject to a variation

due to straggling, A moving particle loses energy

in a large but finite number of collisions with atoms

along its path, and the length of path traversed fcr

a given energy loss is subject to statistical

fluctuations. The range of a particle thus gives a

measure of its initial energy which is subject to an

uncertainty amounting in the case of 5 M&V <*-part¬

icles to about 1%
Besides the effect of straggling in the emulsion,

there are sources of error in the determination of

the range. Fear particles which enter the emulsion

at steep angles rather than at grazing incidence,

determination of track-length depends partly on

measurement of depth. This is done by differential

focusing, and is less accurate than the measurement

of a track's horizontal projection with the eye-piece
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scale • The determination of the range of a low-

energy (3-track normally involves numerous depth

measurements on account of the high scattering of

the particle, but in view of the very large

straggling of §-particles, the additional error

Introduced is unimportant*
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iii. APPLICATION OP ths PHOTOGRAPHIC METHOD TO

hatukal radioactive lib integration.

By loading emulsions with ions of the radio¬

active elements, the energies ana the distribution

of the particles emitted in radioactive disinteg¬

rations can be investigated* Owing to statistical

fluctuations in the magnitude of the recorded track

length caused by straggling of the range, a large

number of tracks must be measured in order that the

mean range may be defined sharply. When the quan¬

tity of substance adsorbed is known accurately, the

ha If-life con also be evaluated from the track

population and the known period of exposure#

Measurements reported by Loners (£6) show that

the energy of ot-partleles over the range of 4 to

8*5 mev oan be determined from microscopic range

measurements with m accuracy better th8n £$>, By

measuring the track lengths in uranium-loaded plates

Powell and collabcrstars (64) found that the groups

of ©(.-particles emitted by UI and UII are readily

resolved. By loading a plate with actinium (Juillot

and Perey (37) demonstrated that the principal group

of o(-particles is accompanied by a smaller group of

less energetic particles. The range of thorium

c<-particles in emulsions has been measured by

Faraggi (£9) and Korsching (51), The method has also

been applied in the study of the (X-partic3es emitted

in the spontaneous decay of samarium (10,24,39 ,52,63)
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When the emulsion Is loaded with an o(-emltting

element whose decay products are shcrt-lived and also

disintegrate by oC -particle emission, the event is
recorded by two or mare tracks originating from a

common centre, referred to as <1-stars.* o(-star

formation is characteristic of series disintegration.

The technique was employed by the Canadian investig¬

ators (28) in establishing the presence of the

4n +1 series from the decay of U23®. The loading

method should also prove applicable in similar

studies on the alpha isotopes of amerleium and

curium.

The development of the electron-sensitive

emulsion has now made it possible to apply the

photographic emulsion technique to problems of

@-disintegration of natural radioactive elements
and should eventually lead to important advances

in the study of (5-emitters. Kodak BT4 and Ilford
£5 emulsions can portray series disintegrations when

the daughter products decay either by <*- or

£3-particle emission. An c*-emiS3ion preceding
or following a ^-disintegration is a valuable means
of identifying the point of origin of the (3 -track,
which otherwise is subject to uncertainty, and also

serves to distinguish genuine ^-disintegrations from
the inevitable background of electron tracks produced

by cosmic rays and ^-radiation.
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The ne® electron-sensitive emulsions can also

be used to advantage in the study of ot-emitters in

which more than one group of c*-particles is present.

The emission of the lower energy o(-particles will

be aocompanled by the emission of tf-rays from the

excited product nucleus, the energies of the tf-rays
corresponding to the difference in energies observed

in the <^-pertiole spectrum. The internal conversion

of a tf-ray will give rise to a phot ©electron track

originating from the same point as the oC-trsck, By

measuring the ranges, and hence the energies, of the

ejected electrons, it is possible to compute the

energies of the tf-rays from the known binding

energies of the electron shells. This method has

been applied to the study of the modes of disinteg¬

ration of ionium, an element known to emit a V-ray

of energy 69 keV, fcr which the internal conversion

coefficient is very high.
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IV. REVIEW CF PP.'SVI QUI DEVESTIGAT 10113 OF THE

RADIOACTIVE DECAY Off IOBIUK.

Ionium, (atomic number 90, atomic weight £30),
is sn isotope of thorium and decays by oC-emission

to give radium. The production of the radium

nucleus in an excited state leads to the subsequent

emission of X-radiation, which by internal conver¬

sion may give rise to secondary electrons. The

internal conversion of the X-ray energ/ into kinetic

energy of electrons leaves the a tons in excited

states. In returning to the normal state, these

atons emit characteristic X-rays corresponding to

the changes in the atomic energy states, Experiments

on this fluorescent X-rsdiation can give information

on the origin and the number of the ejected electrons

The results of experiments on the c<-radiation,

X -radiation, fluorescent X-radiation and

^-radiation will be considered in turn,
»

1. Experiments on the d- -Radiation.

(a ) The liean-Life of Ionium,

The first method employed to determine the mean-

life of ionium was that of if. Soddy, using the rate

of growth of the radium content in a carefully puri¬

fied uranium compound, free at the beginning of the

measurements from both ionium end radium. This

method assumes the knowledge of the mean-life of

TadlUTTi §TiS of "the ratio rectiurn/uranium in the state
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of radioactive equilibrium. Soddy and Hitchiiis {80)
4

gave as the mean-life 11*0 x 10 years. A different

method was used by at. iyeyesr (57), who measured the

total oC-radiation from very thin layers of a

mixture of ionium and thorium oxides. St. IJeyer
4

deduced from his experiments the value of 13 x 10

years as the upper limit far the mean-life of ionium.

Curie and Cotelle (22), using e sample of the same

Io-Th oxide as that used by St. Meyer, studied the

production of radium in this substance by measuring

the amount of radon released from a sample contain¬

ing a known weight of ionium. The values deduced

far the mean-life ana the half-life of ionium were

4 ^ A
respectively 11.9 x 10 years and 8*23 x 10 years.

This method involves only the knowledge of the

amount of radium produced and the atomic weights of

ionium, thorium and the ionium-thorium mixture,

which were determined by Honigschmld and Harovitz

(44), and the results obtained depend essentially on

the accuracy which it is possible to obtain in the

atomic weights used. The accuracy of the experiments

of Honigschmid and Horovitz was given as 0*0135 unit

and in the most unfavourable case this gives an error

of 35& in the mean-life.

By means of an adiabatic calorimeter, ffinand (96
studied the release of heat by a mixture of thorium
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and ionium oxides of kncwn atomic weight, and ded¬

uced the value 11*6 x 1Q4 years for the mean-life

of ionium, in good agreement with the determinations

of Soddy and of Curie and Cotelle.

(b) Henge and Energy of the o<-Raaiatlon.

The old determinations (35,36,56) of the range

of the oc~rays of ionium did not give very consist¬

ent results. Curie and Tsien (19) in 1945 resumed

the study of the range, with the object of determin¬

ing as accurately as possible the energy of disin¬

tegration, They used a differential chamber

connected to a proportional amplifier and determined

the range of the o<.-rays of ionium by comparison

with the c^-rays of polonium# Assuming fcr the mean

range of the c*-rays of polonium 3»843 - 0*006 cm#,

the value found for ionium is 3*110 - 0*010 cm., in

sir at 15°C and 760 mta. pressure, which agrees very

exactly with the determination of JSeyar, Hess artel

Paneth (56)# The value deduced for the Initial

energy of the d-ray3 of ionium Is 4*62 MeT.

Winand (96), having used $eiger 's value of

4*66 MeV for the energy of the c^-rsys obtained a

somewhat higher value for the half-life.

As pointed out by Feather (315, Clark, Spencer

Palmer and Woodward (17) estimated the range of the

-particles to be 3*16 t 0*02 cm. from their energy
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value of 4*657 ± 0*011 MeY. This value JLs consider*!

ably higher than that given by Curie and is in

excellent agreement with the mean energy deduced

fe»om Rosenblum's experiments (69)*

(c) Fine Structure of the c*-Spectrum.

Rosenblum, Valadare3 and Vial in 1948 applied

the semi-circular focusing method to the investig¬

ation of the o(-ray spectrum of ionium by means of

the magnetic spectrograph* Preliminary measurements

(69) indicated two rrinclpal grnups separated by

about 69 keV, and gave evidence of a third group at

an energy difference of 170 keV. Taking the value

6*086 MeV for the energy of the cO-rays of The, the

energy of •fee fastest group from Ic was found to be

4*68E t 0*010 MeV. This value is higher than all

the values given previously, which correspond to e

mean value of the energies of two principal groups.

The preliminary study indicated that the two

main groups have intensities of a comparable order

of magnitude, since the X-ray of 69 keV found by

Ward (90) has an Intensity of only about one photon

per 100 ot-partides, this radiation must be strong¬

ly converted. Rosenblum considers that some of his

curves indicate that the two groups of o(»rsys

might be complex, and consequently there should exist

either a soft X^-ray spectrum or quite a complicated

^ -spectrum.
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More recent measurements, quoted by curie (21),
show that there are three rays of fine structure

differing by 70, 180 and 260 keV from the ground

level, and representing respectively 24, 0*7 and 2>:

of the disintegrations,

2, experiments on the ^-Radiation,

The first investigation of the V-radiation
from ionium was rede by Chsawick aid Russell (16)

in 1913. Using an ordinary electroscope, with a

magnetic field to deflect @-reys, they found a weak
«r8y effect. By reans of absorption measurements

in aluminium, the tf-radiation was analysed into

three components, which were provisionally identified

(77) as the K, 1 and M character is tic radiations.

An Investigation by ward (90) indicated the

existence of quanta of energies 68 ± 1 keV and

190 ± 20 keV, each in the proportion of 1 quantum

for 1,000 c*«-rsys. The marked difference in the

absorption of the radiation by tantalum and by

tungsten showed the presence of a X'-ray, whose

energy lay between the K-absorption energies of the

two metals, 67*2 and 69*2 keV. Since the K-radiatlons

of ionium and radium have energies of about 90 keV,

this must be e nuclear K-rsy from the o(-particle

disintegration of ionium, a further analysis of the
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absorption curves indicated s second K-ray of

190 keV, contributing 17$ of the initial intensity#

The difference in disintegration energy corresponding

to the two main o(-groups, as found by Rosenbluin,

agrees well with the energy of the softer ^-ray,
while the very much weaker group, recently confirm¬

ed at an energy difference of 180 keV, fits in well

with the harder component.

In 1940, ieather (SO) pointed out that such a

weak intensity of the excited state of 68 keV was

difficult to explain unless one assumed a large

difference of spin between the ground state and the

first excited state of the product nucleus, and

suggested that it was perhaps a question of a strong¬

ly converted radiation.

Curie (20) resumed the study of trie ^-radiation
of ionium, using an aluminium counter, and found it

possible to recognise from the absorption curves the

existence of a soft radiation, corresponding to the

character is tic 1-rsdiation of radium, dhe also

found a mare penetrating, non-homogeneous, radiation

of considerably weaker intensity than the soft

radiation. Measurements made with screens of

tantalum and tungsten confircad the existence of the

-radiation of 68 keV indicated by ward. The most

penetrating part of the radiation was at first

attributed to a radiation of 150 to 200 k©V, in

agreement with the veHue of 190 keV given by ward
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although It was noted that this radiation was

pr ohably complex. The relative intensities of

these three radiations were evaluated as 10, 0*7

and 0*2 quanta per 100 oC-rays for the L-t 68 keV

and 200 keV radiations respectively, These inten¬

sities are much higher than those found by Ward,

The number of L-quanta, being very much higher than

the number of Y-rays, indicates a very much greater

number of excited states with a very large conver¬

sion,

A further analysis (21) of the penetrating

radiation showed that when the 68 keV radiation was

completely absorbed by s/10 mm, tantalum, the filter¬
ed radiation was not homogeneous and could be decom¬

posed into two radiations of energies 140 and 240

keV, It thus appears that there are three Y-rad-

iations of energies 68, 140 and 240 keV, A careful

consideration of the efficiencies of the counters

for the different types of radiation and of the

effect of the thickness of the ionium-thorium layer

used in the experiments allowed the calculation

of the relative intensities of the Irradiation and

the three Y -radiations. The number of quanta per

100 disintegrations was now found to be 11, 0#85,
0»3S and 0«05 respectively, for the L-, 68, 140 and

240 keV radiations. It is s een; there fare, that the
results on the ^-radiation differ considerably from

these of Ward, which indicated quanta of 68 and 190
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keV, each in the pro portion of 1 per 1,000 arrays,

.

3, Experiments on the h-Radiatlon«

Kiou (66) continued Curie 's original work on the

Irradiation, using counters with a greater efficiency

for y-rays of las energy. The absorption curves in

copper, molybdenum and silver indicated that the soft

radiation has a mean energy of 14 keV# The different

rays were separated by the method of selective ab¬

sorption, absorption curves being determined in

elements from nickel, (Z-28), to iodine, (2 = 53)#

The analysis of the absorption curves in copper,

tantalum and lead confirmed the existence of two

nuclear y-rays of 68 keV and 2U0 keV. The quantum

intensities of these two radiations and of the

1-radietion were found to be respectively

(5*0 ± 1*6) x l<f3 # (3 ± 1) x 10-55 and

(9 ± 2) x 1CT2,
Assuming that the fluorescent yield in the

1-level is 0*4, according to the determinations for

lead and uranium by lay (54), the number of conversion

electrons from the 68 keV y-rsy would be 23 ± 5 for

IOC disintegrations# This gives for the excitation

probability of the nuclear level of 68 keV 0*24 £ 0*05,

In good agreement with the result obtained from the

fine structure of the o(-rays.
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4• Experiments on the ^-Raaiatlon.
Teillac (84) undertook a study of the

(3-radiation from ionium by means of the Wilson
cloud chamber (48). The sources were prepared from

a freshly purified Io-Th product, containing 9.1#
ionium. The Io-Th nitrate was dissolved in ether

and s drop of the solution ws3 deposited at the

centre of a small mica disc of thickness ca?respond-
g

ing to a mass of 1*1 mg/cm • The source, placed at

the centre of the chamber, allowed observations to be

made for a solid angle of 4 TT, there being on the

average four d -rsy3 per expansion. 1,840 o(-tracks

were counted, which could be attributed to ionium

with an error less than £$• Out of the total, 212

electrons were observed of which 12 had a range

greater than 7 cm. and went out of the field of view.

This figure of 12, however, was underestimated, as

the solid angle of observation, which one can take to

be the same for the o^-rays and the electrons of

energy in the neighbourhood of 50 keV, is scalier in

the esse of electrons of higher energy.

It would appear, therefore, that ionium emits

electrons in 10 to lll,t> of the disintegrations. irrom

the distribution of energy of these electrons,

determined from the projected ranges, the emission of

electrons can be interpreted as being due to the

internal conversion of ^-rays of energy 68 keV. It

was estimated that the X-radiation of 190 keV emits

at the most 1 electron per 100 disintegrations.
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A second series of experiments was carried out

at a low pressure with the object of examining the

distribution of electrons of low energy* The dis¬

tribution was founa to coincide with that obtained

at normal pressure# "Electrons of energy as low as

10 keV could have been observed artf no such low-

energy electron tracks were seen within an accuracy

of 7 per 100 disintegrations.

This value of 10 to 11 photoelectrons per 100

disintegrations is very much lower than was to be

expected from Riou and Curie's work on the 1-radiat-

iont from which it wa3 deduced that an electron of

energy about 50 keV should be emitted in £4^> of the

dis int egrati ons, This latter result agrees with the

value to be expected from the fine structure of the

ct-ray spectrum, whereas Teillac s result gives only

0*11 as the exoitation probability of the nuclear

level of 68 keV#

More recently a study of the ^-radiation has
been made by the photographic plate method by

Albouy, raraggi, Rlou and Teillac (1). Ilford 05

emulsion, £00 microns thick, was impregnated in a

solution of 5$o acetic acid, containing 3*l0~ gm. of

ionium-thorium nitrate. The plates were developed

after four days exposure and observations were made

on the oC- and (3-tracks by means of a Tickers pro¬
jection microscope. £,991 o(.-tracks were measured,
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which could be attributed to ionium with an error

less than 5f>* The mean range of an -track was

found to be 18*81^, the error being less than

0*07yct.t which by comparison with the air-range
measured by Curie and Tsien gives a stopring power

of 1660 fa? the 05 emulsion.

276 electron tracks were observed, which

originated from the same point as an o(-traok; this

number could be increased to 321 by taking into

account cases where the common origin was less

certain. This shows that ionium emits from 9*3 to

11 electrons per 100 disintegrations, which is in

good agreement with Teillac's cloud chamber measure¬

ments.

The ranges measured were projected ranges and

the actual ranges were deduced by assuming a ratio of

0*82 between the projected range and the actual range

of the electron track (87 >• A correction was also

applied for the shrinkage of the emulsion during

fixation and this was estimated to be 5($» The

mean value of the actual range of the 48 keV electron

tracks in the 05 emulsion was fbund to be 12,5/x-.
The stopping power for the electrons calculated from

this range is about 3,200. The mean value of the

number of grains per track was found to be 9±1.
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5. Dis digs ion of Results,

The results obtained on the disintegration of

ionium by the study of the emission of quanta,

emission of secondary electrons and the fine struct¬

ure of the o(-ray spectrum still present difficulties

of interpretation# The existence of the X-ray of

energy 68 keY, cm iginally observed by Ward and later

confirmed by the work of Riou and Curie, and the

harder X-ray of about 240 keV recently deduced from

absorption curves by Curie, are in good agreement

with the differences in disintegration energy of 70

and 260 keV in the c<-ray spectrum studied by Kosen-

blum. However, as Curie only finds 0*05 quantum of

the 240 keV radiation for 100 disintegrations and

the corresponding oi-group represents Zf> of the dis¬

interstions, it most be supposed that the ray is

strongly converted, or that a port of the excitation

of this level gives X-rays in cascade# The number

of L-quanta observed being very much greater than the

intensities of the X-rays, one of them, at least,

must be strongly converted# The observation of the

conversion electrons by the Wilson cloud chamber

showed that almost all the photoelectrons come from

the X-ray of 68 keV. It is, therefore, this one

which gives rise to almost all the 1-radiation.

However, the value of 9 l-quanta per 100
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dis integrations observed by Riou, will eh is probably

mare reliable than Curie's value of 11, as his

counter was particularly efficient far the softest

rays, would correspond to about 23 secondary elect¬

rons, taking 0*4 as the fluorescence yield# This

agrees with the number of excited states of the

68 fceV nuclear level obtained from the fin© structure

of the oC-radiation. On the other hand, the direct

measurement of the number of conversion electrons

made with the Wilson cloud chamber by Teillac gives

10 to 11 electrons per 100 disintegrations, and

observations made by the photographic plate method

confirm this value.

The reoent work of Curie has now shown that the

V-ray originally supposed to have an energy of

190 keY must, in fact, have been a mixture of the

two radiations of 140 and 240 fceY, The X-ray of

energy 140 keV deduced by Curie does not fit in with

the 180 keY difference in disintegration energy

observed in the o(-rsy spectrum. It is possible that

this X-ray might be emitted In cascade with one or

mare V-rays, but Curie does not overlook the poss¬

ibility of the radiation being, in fact, a mixture of

two radiations of energy intermediate between 70 and

260 keV.
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V. IMPREGrilATIOK OF IttJClEAR EMJLSIOfiS.

1, Impregnation Techniques#

The introduction of the Lodak electron-sensitive

exnulsions made it possible to study the emission of

conversion electrons by ionium in conjunction with

the emission of oC-radiation, provided that the

ionium atoms could be introduced into the emulsion

to a depth sufficient to alias nearly all the dis¬

integrations to be recorded by full energy tracks#

The study of the disintegrations in this ©ay does

not suffer from the disadvantage of absorption within

the source, as the sample is dispersed ionically

throughout the emulsion.

The impregnation of emulsions is commonly

effected by soaking the plate in a solution of the

desired ions for about 5 to 30 minutes, followed by

a rapid rinse in water and drying in dust-free air#

The eoncentrstion adsorbed is s complex function of

a considerable number of variables and it can only

be estimated apprGXlmsuely from a knowledge of the

solute concentration, pH, temperature and time of

immer si on#

The emulsion can also be loaded by delivering

a measured volume of known concentration to the

surface and allowing the solution to evaporate to

dryness. The ©eight of the material is thus known

exactly, but it is difficult to secure uniformity of
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deposition throughout the emulsion thickness.

Surface eonesntrati on of the solute takes place,

particularly when the solution is concentrated

during the laslfc stages of evaporation, ana this

stir face deposit introduces an element of uncertainty

in the evaluation of the track-disintegration con¬

version factor, The method, however, consumes a

minimum of solution and is advantageous in the study

of specially purified or rare preparations#

2. Loading Msohanism#

The mechanism of the pick-up of ions from sol¬

utions has been studied In considerable detail by

Broda (14,15), who employed Ilfard 02 pistes impreg¬

nated with uranium by immersion In solutions of

uranyl acetate erf variable concentration, acidity,

temperature and admixed solutes. These investigat¬

ions showed that the velocity of uptake decreases
increasing

rapidly withAtis» of immersion end gradually approach*
es a saturation value, Broda observed that the

absolute values of the uranium uptake exceed the

values calculated from the volume of the dry

emulsion, the temporary swelling of the emulsion

during impregnation being insufficient to account for

the excess. This indicates a definite adsorption

mechanism, further evidence for which was obtained

by studying the saturation uptake from solutions of

varying concentrations at corBtant temperature. The
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track count, plotted as a function of ionic concen¬

tration, .yields a curve similar in form to the well-

known JsTeuKdlich adsorption isotherm.

As the loading is essentially an adsorption

process, the quantity adsorbed will depend on the

relative proportions of silver bromide and gelatine,

the particle aise of the grains, and the thickness

of the emulsion layer. In loading emulsions by

immersion in solutions of different composition, the

uptake must be studied for each particular system in

order to define conditions which will yield the

desired concentration.

During the immersion the gelatine swells as the

result of the imbibition of water. It is desirable

to keep swelling at a minimum in order to reduce

mechanical strain of the emulsion and so avoid the

emulsion floating off the glass backing. The effect

of different ions on the swelling of gelatine by

water is well known from the classical studies of

Hofmeister which show that, for a given metallic

cation, sulphates, citrates, tartrates and acetates,

produce less swelling than chlorides, nitrates or

bromides .

3. Influence of nH«

The pH plays an important part in the impregnat¬

ion of emulsions on account of its influence on the

properties of gelatine and on the developing process.

Picclotto (60, 61) found that the pH of the unloaded
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Ilford 02 emulsion was between 5*9 and S»3# Pleasure-

lasnts on the increase in weight and volume of the

Ilford 02 plates in various buffer solutions showed

a minimum of absorption between pH 2 ana 3 and an

almost linear increase froxa pH 6 to pH 12* The

absorption was founa to approach the saturation

value after about one hour's immersion#

It is known that an increase in pH Intensifies

the action of the organic developers, and control of

pH is an excellent method of obtaining b whole series

of intensities of development with a given developer

(81)# The impregnatlon of expulsions with hydrolysabie

salts may bring about important effects on develop¬

ment# several authors (61,86) have indicated that

a strong concentration of uranium nitrate desensit¬

izes the emulsion and makes development impossible#

As pointed out by Picclotto (62), this is a question
of the effect of pH on the development and not of a

property of the uranium. Uranium nitrate gives by

hydrolysis an inappreciable acid reaction in very

dilute solutions, but it becomes appreciable with

increasing concentration, a solution of 100 gm/litre
having a pH of about 2# It is to be expected that at

such a low pH the organic developers are greatly

weakened# Picoiotto founa that a complete and uni¬

form development is obtained at all concentrations of

uranium if the pH of the solutions is adjusted to be
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about 7. It was also found that fan the same

external concentration, a greater concentration of

uranium in the plate is obtained, if the pH of the

solution is adjusted to 7. This is explained by the

increase of absorption with pH.

The curves giving the concent rati on of uranium

in the plate as a function of the concentration of

uranium in the non-buffered external solution (15,

38) have a more complex significance than a simple

adsorption isotherm, as they represent not only the

influence of the external concentration on the quan¬

tity of uranium adsorbed, but also the effect of the

variation of pH on the absorption of the solution.

4. Depth Penetration.

The extent of depth penetration varies with

different ions and is also dependent on the nature

and pH of the solvent, westbb (91) observed that

in plates loaded by issuersi on in thorium nitrate

solution, single oC-particle tracks of range attrib¬

utable to the decay of Th and RdTh nuclei were

present only at the surface of the developed plates,

whereas the interior showed stars coming from the

series decay of ThX and individual long tracks

corresponding in range to the ThC and ThC*

c<-particles. These results indicated that the Th

and KdTh ions were confined essentially to the

surface of the emulsion, whereas the ThX and ThB
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ions penetrated to lower depths* By adjusting the

acidity of the thorium nitrate solution with hydro¬

chloric acid, the depth penetration of the thorium

ions was increased# Substitution of absolute

alcohol for water as the solvent was found to reduce

depth penetration, westftb attributed these results

to variation in the swelling of gelatine and to the

relative degrees of hydration of the several metallic

ions *

Yagoda (97) found that ionium exhibits a similar

behaviour and tends to be adsorbed chiefly on the
...

surface of the emulsion when the plates are loaded

from neutral aqueous solution# The problem of depth

penetration 13 particularly important, as it is

necessary that a large proportion of atocs decay well

within the emulsion in order that full-length

oC -tracks be recorded and# of greater importance, so

that any ^-particle# associated with the o(-particle
is not lost out of the surface of the plate# but

records its full energy track in the emulsion#
;

5# Experiments on Impregnation with Ionium Solutions*

Preliminary experiments on the impregnation of

improved BT 2a electron-sensitive emulsions with

ionium were carried out by Dr. B# Eajac. ^he original

solution of ionium-thorium nitrate in excess nitric

acid was diluted to the concentration required to give

about one oC-traek per field of view, and the
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impregnations were carried out in £v noetic acid

solution. It ©as thought that the emulsions im¬

pregnated in thi3 acid solution ©ere desensitized,

although as already pointed out, the effect may have

been partly due to the inhibition of development,

Impre gnations ©ere then carried out in alkaline

solution by precipitating the Io-'fh with saturated

ammonium carbonate and redissolving the precipitate

in excess of the carbonate solution. It ©as found

that the ionium tended to be deposited in aggregates

on the surface of the emulsion, only a very small

proportion of the ionium oC-tracks being formed at

any appreciable depth below the surface, fhis tech¬

nique was quite unsatisfactory in the case o£ emul¬

sions 100ju. and £00/^- thick, no depth penetration at
all being secured. Similar results ©ere obtained

with Hap impregnations*

As the results obtained by Westbb with thorium

indicated that the depth penetration was increased

in acid solution, plates were impregnated, in strong¬

ly acid solutions, pE 3, but no improvement was

observed*

In aqueous solution, thorium nitrate is hydro-

lysed, the insoluble thorium hydroxide being precip¬

itated, As the ionium nitrate solution had to be

diluted to about 1/50,000 of the original concentrat¬

ion to give the required density of tracks for

observation, it was suspected that this reaction
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might be taking place, the ionium c/-tracks found

on the surface of the emulsion being produced from

ionium precipitated onto the plate. This view seemed

to he confirmed by the fact that, on standing, the

Io-Th solution appeared to become cloudy, and also

by the large aggregates of ionium tracks which

were always observed on the surface of the emulsion.

All the tracks, however, did not radiate from a

common centre, as found in radiocolloid aggregation,

but cwing to the comparatively long life of ionium,

the existence of radiocolloid aggregation would not

be detected in these experiments, as a cluster of
6 H&c

10 titans would yieM only one disintegration during

an exposure period of about 40 days. The work of

Hahn (40), however, indicated that the deciding

factor in the formation of radiocolloid aggregates

is the degree of hydrolysability of the radioactive

solute*

Kodak, ltd* , suggested that the difficulty

commonly experienced in the impregnati on of emulsions

with the heavy radioactive elements might be due to

the heavy ions forming complexes with the gelatine

near the surface, the penetration of the ions into

the interior of the emulsion thus being prevented.

It was decided, therefore, that by using a complex

oompound of ionium, the reaction with the gelatine

might be avoided and a uniform distribution of iom
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throughout the depth of the emulsion wouia be

secured. This was, in fact, the technique which had

been previously employed by precipitation of the

ionium as ionium carbonate, the precipitate then

being redissolved in an excess of the saturated

aianonium carbonate with the far cation of ammonium

ionium carbonate. The failure of these impregnation

experimoits was attributed either to the ionium being

precipitated, probably as a colloid, during the dil¬

ution process, or to the solution of the precipitated

carbonate being incomplete. The ooncentration of

Io-Th salt being used in these experiments was so low

that any precipitate would not be observed.

The complex ammonium ionium oxalate was chceen

as being particularly suitable for the present pur¬

pose, as this compound is not precipitated on dilution

of the solution with water* The following experiment¬

al procedure was adopted:

A known volume of the original Io-fh nitrate

solution was diluted ten times with nitric acid,

pH ^1, A measured volume of 0*5$ solution of ammon¬

ium oxalate was then added, the precipitate of ionium

oxalate redissolving in the excess of ammonium oxalate

with the formation of ammonium ionium oxalate,
(2 lo (Gg 04)g . fU%)2 C204 . 7HgO or
2 Io (Cg04)g • (IJII^g Cg04 • 2HgO)• The solution

was heated to boiling, allowed to cool, and diluted
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with water , the pH being finally ad jus ted to he

exactly 7*0 by the addition of a few drops of satur¬
ated ammonium carbonate#

The dilution of the radioactive solution requir¬

ed to give the most satisfactory density of tracks

for measurement had to be found by trial and error,

as the concentration of ionium in the original solut-

ion was not known*

The examination of plates impregnated in these

neutral solutions showed that the distribution of

ionium was uniform throughout the whole depth of 100/*
and 200/* thick emulsions, and the aggregation of
tracks on the surface was no longer observed#

It wa3 found that, on standing, a precipitate

in the form of flat, white discs was farmed in the

ionium solution. This precipitate, which was prob¬

ably mainly excess ammonium oxalate, aBo carried

down most of the ionium, as impregnations with the

filtered solution yielded a very much diminished

concentration of d-tracks. It was found advisable,

therefore, always to prepare fresh ionium solutions

from the original concentrated solution prior to

impregnation.
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VI. BXHRIIEBIAL ivSTHOD.

Treatment of Plates,

(a) Impregnations; She Kodak US 4 plates, 100/-c-

thick, which, when received from the manufacturers,

were 2" x 2H, were out by means of a diamond cutter

into four smeller pieces, With one particular batch

of plates it was found that the emulsion tended to

strip off the glass backing after cutting the plate,

and in certain cases, it was seen not to be adhering

even before the plate was cut, Shis difficulty,

however, was not experienced with any of the previous

batches.

The small pieces of plate were soaked at room

temperature fcr 30 minutes in the ionium solutions

prepared as described above. During the soaking,

some of the glycerine, which is present in the emul¬

sion as s plssticiaer end which is water soluble, is

removed and the emulsion tends to float off the back¬

ing or to peel off after drying, The risk of peeling

is lessened by dipping the plates in s 2><; solution

of glycerine after soaking, but the addition of

glycerine was not necesrary in the treatment of any

of the plates actually used for measurements.

After soaking the plates were dried for 20

minutes in a stream of warm nitrogen and then left

exposed in on enclosed space, containing saturated

potassium carbonate to keep the relative humiditv
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constant at 44^* As the amount of moisture present

in the emalsion affects the thickness of the

emulsion during exposure, it is a determining

factor in the value subsequently found for the

shrinkage factor, and so the conditions were kept
as reproducible as possible#

(b) Tims of Exposures The emulsion records the

tracks of the ionizing particles during the soaking

and the drying operations# As a result of continu¬

ous registration during stages of variable stopping

power, Hie track .length -and mean grain spacing of

certain tracks, recorded when the emulsion was wet,

will differ materially from those recorded in the

normal state# To keep the number of such tracks as

snail as possible, the activity of the radioactive

solution was adjusted so that the exposure tirae

required could be kept long compered with the soaking

time and the drying of the plate was carried out as

quickly as possible, without causing the emulsion to

3trip off the edges of the plate, owing to the meehsn

leal strain of the swelling and contraction of the

gelatine# The exposure times used were between 47 ani

52 hour s #

iTocessing; The processing of the plates was

carried out by the temper at ur e development method,

described by hilworth, Occhiallni and Payne (27),
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which has made possible the uniform development of
• '

emulsions of thickness 700^ srfl greater# This tech¬

nique depends essentially on ensuring that the devel¬

oping solution has tine to permeate the emulsion

befcare any development actually starts# This could,

be achieved by soaking far a long time in s developer

which acts very slowly by reason, far example, of lew

concentration of alkali, high concentration of re-

strainer, or low temperature# Alternatively, the

processes of permsstion ana development could be

carried out separately, as was achieved in the two-

bath method described by Blau and Felice (11), in

which the first bath contained no alkali and so

alleged the developer to diffuse into the emulsion

without any development taking place#

The method of I&lwarth, Ocehialini and Payne

depends upon the fact that the rate of diffusion has

a lower tempo?ature coefficient than the rote of

development. The plates are soaked first in cold

developer far a time depending upon the thickness of

the emulsion, and which may be increased up to as much

as 8 hours in the case of exceptionally thick emul¬

sions# This enables the developer to diffuse through¬

out the whole thickness of the emulsion, but at the

same time, on Recount of the low temperature, no

development actually starts. The temperature of the

developing bath is then raised gradually to between

21°C and 25°C and, after a suitable neriod of
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development, further action is checked in a

cold stop-bath. Fixing is begun in cold

solution, the temperature of which is afterwards

raised, end fixation is facilitated by the use of

continuous , mechanical rocking devices.

Tests were carried out using both Amidol

developer and iilon develorer. The latter was found

to be the more satisfactory, giving a lower back¬

ground fog and less surface stain. In certain cases

the Amidol development produced a permanent stain,

which could not be removed by rubbing the surface of

the emulsion with methylated spirits, as was always

possible in the case of the surface stain farmed

during development with SJlon.

The developing solutions were prepared shortly

before use, according to the following formula re-

ooraaeaied by Kodak.

Stock Solution A.

Sodium sulphite (crystalline "Analsr").. 25 gm.

Klon (Kodak tested chemical) 3 gm.

Sater (distilled) to make ..1,000 c.c.

Stock Solution B.

Sodium carbonate (anhydrous "Analar" )• •. 50 gm.

Sodium bicarbonate ("Analar" ) .......... 50 gm.

Bistilled water to make ..............1,000 c.c.

The plates were soaked for 30 minutes in s

solution composed of equal volumes of solutions A and

B, the temperature being maintained at 5°0 by
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surrounding the developing dish with crushed ice.

The solution was then warned up to 21°C over a

period of 5-10 minutes and maintained at this temp¬

erature fee? from 35-45 minutes, after w hieh the

pistes were transferred to a 5$ sodium bisulphite

stop bath for 15 minutes* Fixation was carried out

for two hours in the following fixing bath:

Sodium thiosulphste • • . « • 250 gm.

warm water • * * . • • • * 500 o*o*

To this when cold, add

"Kodak" Liquid Hardener • * * • 50 c.o*

water to ..*•••• *1,000 c.o.

Fixation was completed in a 20$ dilution of the

thiosulphate solution, the pistes being left far

50$ longer then the tire required for the emulsion

to clear, after which the plates were washed thor¬

oughly in running water and then allowed to dry

sickly in a horisontal position.

2. M.croscoplo jgcamination*

The plates were examined by means of a Watson

microscope, using a ^/12" oil-insnersion objective*

Far scanning a micrometer eyepiece was used, and

length re as ur ©rents were made with a x 14 holoscopic

eyepiece fitted with a Rheinberg scale graduated in

tenths of a millimetre. The tube length used was

250 mm. A calibrttion made ?Jith a Watson stage
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mieroiieter showed that, under the conditions "used

for measurements, the magnification, relative to the

eyepiece scale, was 115, so that projected lengths
could be measured with an accuracy better than 0*J /<-•*

hepth measurements ©ere made by means of the

i'ine -s*ocu3 Adjustment, which ©as of the Horizontal

lever type# One revolution of the milled head moved

the body /13 mm# Readings could be taken to the
nearest one-thousandth of a revolution, thus giving

depth measurements to ah accuracy of ^/'13 micron#

In actual fact, the accuracy obtained in the

measurements is not as great as indicated by the

precision of the instrument on account of the finite

size of the silver hsllde grains which, in MT 4

emulsions, is of the order of 0*3 - 0*4 micron# In

these emulsions there is very seldom any doubt as to

which are the first and last grains belonging to a

track, but these grains might be rendered developable

if the particle started and ended its traverse,

respectively, at any point within each of the grains.

It may be considered, has ever, that on an average "the

particle will have travelled at least to the centre a
■

the grain in carder to produce subsequent development ,

end so there will be an uncertainty of the order of

magnitude of the radius of a grain at eaeh end of the
I

track, giving rise to an error in the laigth measure¬

ment approximately equal to the size of a grain# A
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similar error is introduced into the depth measure¬

ments, as each grain appears in focus ever a small,

but finite, range of focusing#

In using the fine adjustment for depth

msasuremen ts, it is advisable to make all movements

far final readings in the same direction, lag of

the mechanism is reduced by starting all readings

from the lower limit of the rangp of the instrument#

3, ot -Renge feasurerants#

The horizontal projection, x, of the trajectory

of the cA.-psrt.icle was measured by means of the eye¬

piece scale. The difference in depth, z, between the

two ends of the track was determined by focusing in

turn on the terminal grain© of the track, the readings

on the scale of the fine adjustment always being

taken moving from the foot of the emulsion towards

the surface# The measurements were nede with the

track arranged symmetrically about the centre of the

field so as to eliminate the effect of curvature of

the field, which would otherwise introduce an error

in the value of s. The range, R, of the oC-particle

track is then determined from the formula,
R - 3^8^)% where 3 is the shrinkage factor of

of the emulsion, fSee pp. 49-55 ),

Only those oO-tracks were selected for measure¬

ment far which the angle of dip of the trajectory with

the plane of the emulsion was less than about 35°,
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The depth determination being more difficult and leas

accurate than the measurement off projected length,

much precision is lost by extending the range meas¬

urements to tracks for which the vertical component

becomes comparable with, or larger than, the horizon¬

tal component. It is also more difficult to recog¬

nize -tracks starting from the origin of a steep

cA-track.

In order to reduce the possibility of missing a

f-track associated with an a(-track on account of its
not terminating in the emulsion, only <*-tracks orig¬

inating lOyLA. or more below the surface were included
in the measurements. If there was doubt as to which

was the origin and which the end of an o<.-track, the

range was measured only if the upper end of the track

was at least 10below the surface, yirailarly, to

avoid losing -tracks entering the glass backing of

the emulsion, o(-tracks originating in the last 10^
of the emulsion thickness were not measured,

4, ^-Range Measurements,
The actual ranges of all ^-tracks having the

seme origin as an c{-track, satisfying the conditions

specified above, were measured. This was done by

measuring the distance from the foot of the emulsion

of each grain, or group of grains if more then one was

in focus at one tin©, end the projected length, dx,

from grain to grain along the curved path of the track.
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!fhe range is then found by adding up the separate

portions, dE, calculated from the formula,

dR = (dxfc + 32dzS)^ , where dz, the differ-

ence in depth between two grains, will be equal to

aero if two or more consecutive grains lie in the

same plane of the emulsion, 3 is the shrinkage
factor as before.

On account of the unavoidable background of

(3 -tracks fx>om thorium derivatives present in the
emulsion along with the ionium, as well as those

produced by Y-radiation and ccsaie radiation, there

is inevitably sons uncertainty as tc whether a

^-track, of which the first grain is separated
by a few microns from the first grain of the o(-track,

is actually a genuine conversion electron arising

from the ionium disintegration. The criterion

adopted for the two tracks having a couaon origin

depends to a large extent on the quality of the

particular plate being used. In the case of the

emulsions impregnated in neutral solution, when

there was no desensitizstion, the -tracks of energy

50 keV and less could almost always be identified

with certainty, as the gap between the first grains

of the <*- and ^-tracks was seldom greater than 1-2
microns •
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VII. THE SHRINKAGE FACTOR Off THE EMJXS IOH.

1. Introduction.

The nature of the shrinkage occurring during

the pro ceasing of nuclear emulsions has been studied

by Powell (64) and mere recently by Rotblat end Tai

(73). Powell exposed pistes to a precisely defined

beam of protons st a known angle of incidence and

compered the obliquity of the recorded tracks. It

was found thet no appreciable change occurs in the

length or width of the emulsion, but the removal of
silver bromide during fixation causes a 10 to 5Qfi>
reduction in the emulsion thickness depending on the

Initial composition. The study made by Rotblat and

Tai of the angular distribution of tracks starting

in various layers throughout the thickness of the

emulsion showed that the shrinkage of the emulsion

is uniform throughout its depth.

Thus t in order to measure accurately the ranges

of tracks in the emulsion it is necessary to know the

exact relationship between the orientation of the

track in the processed emulsion and the path of the

particle while passing through the plate. This

relationship is usually given by the shrinkage

factor, S, which is the ratio of the thickness of the

emulsion at exposure to that after processing. Since

the shrinkage has been shown to be uniform throughout

the emulsion thickne ss it can, therefore, be corrected
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for by multiplying the messir ed vertical pro Section
of track-length by the shrinkage factor.

A theoretical value of the shrinkage factor can

be calculated from the known composition of the

emulsion, for the shidnkage is dependent on the

volume of soluble material remcnred during processing

and is, therefore, app* ok irna tely equal tc 7g/v, where

V0 is the initial volume aid V the volume after

fixation.

The composition of the Sf 4 emulsion given by

kodak i3 as follows:

Element & by
weight

Molar Ratio
{Ag 1»00)

&m/c*o.
Emulsi on

Ag 49 *3 1*00 1*97

Br 35-9 0*99 1*44

I 0*89 0*015 0*036

C 6*8 1*24 0*27

u 2*0 0*32 0*080

0 4*1 0*57 0*16

H 0*95 2*1 0*038

The volume of the silver hslides/e • e. of

emulsion is calculated to be 0*534 e.e. and, ther©'

fore, the volume c-f 1 c.c. of the emulsion after

fixsti on is 0*466 c • c •

Thus 9 3 = 1/0*466 = 2*15
This value indicates that the emulsion shrinks

to less than half of its original thickness after
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processing. The calculated shrinkage factor, how¬

ever, only indicates the order of magnitude of the

effect, far the emulsion contains glycerine as a

plasticizer, which will be partially removed during

fixation and washing, and as the content of glycerine

is not known, no account has been taken of this con¬

tribution to the shrinkage. lioreover, the ratio of

the thickness of the emulsion during exposure to that

after fixation will depend upon the relative moisture

contents of the emulsion before and after processing,

and the true value to be taken for the shrinkage

factor will thus depend upon the conditions during

exposure and the moisture content of the processed

emulsion at the time of observation.

2. Experimental ]>etermination.

A value for the shrinkage factor can be obtained

experimentally by measuring directly under the micro¬

scope at a known linear magnification the thickness

of the unprocessed and processed emulsion. However,

this can not readily be done with the emulsion sub¬

jected to the same humidity conditions as during the

exposure of the plate and so the value obtained will

not represent the true correction to be applied to

the vertical projection of the track to obtain the

actual path of the particle in the emulsion at the
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tine of the exposure. Moreover, the accuracy obtain¬
ed in the actual measurements is not good, as the

surface of the emulsion is never plane, nor exactly

parallel to the plane of the glass. If this method

of depth correction is used, the measurements of the

vertical projections of the tracks, obtained by

means of the fine focus adjustment of the microscope,

must also be corrected for the effect of the differ¬

ence in refractive index between the emulsion aid the

immersion oil.

An alternative method of carrying out the depth

correction is to calibrate the fine focus of the

microscope directly in terms of the original thick¬

ness of the emulsion, the measured thickness of the

prooessed emulsion being taken to represent the thick¬

ness at the time of exposure. This method again

suffers from the disadvantage that the actual thick¬

ness at the time of exposure is only known approxim¬

ately from the value given by the makers, or from a

direct measurement made under somewhat different

conditions.

These difficulties are all overcome by adopting

the method, suggested by Vigneron (88), of determin¬

ing a shrinkage factor relative to the measurements

made with a particular microscope.

If z units, and therefore, say kz microns, is

the vertical projection of an d -track measured in the

developed plate, then the corresponding distance in
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the emulsion at the tine of exposure is

z0 = Sh • kz, where 3 is the shrinkage factor as

before and h, a number very near unity, is the

correction factor for the difference in refractive

index between the immersion oil and the gelatine.

Putting 3* = 3hk, we have z0 = 3'z, where S' is
the shrinkage factor relative to the particular

instrument being used. Its use makes possible the
direct conversion of measurements made with the

graduated vertical movement of the microscope into

the true dimensions in the emulsion under the ccnditicns

of exposure.

As pointed out by Vtgneron, 3« can be determined

from the measurement of about a hundred c<-tracks of

one energy produced in the emulsion. For, if R is

the range of any track of which the measured horiz¬

ontal and vertical components are x and kz microns

respectively,

x2 + 3 ,2z2 = R2.
If a graph is plotted of x2 against z^ the

points will, therefore, lie along a straight line of

slope - V312, practice, however, R is not

strictly constant, on account of the straggling of

the ranges and errors in measurement, and the best

straight line through a large number of points has

to be determined.

It is advantageous to choose long tracks for

the measurements, as the experimental errors will be
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snail compered with the range, and the apparent

straggling of the ranges will be reduced.

For this reason, the long ThC ' o(-tracks were

chosen for the determination of the relative shrink¬

age factor, a plate from the same batch as used for

the ionium experiments being impregnated in a neutral

solution of the active deposit of thorium, the

impregnation and exposure being carried out under

exactly the same conditions in the two cases.

The solution for the impregnation was prepared

by precipitating the ThB from nitric scid solution

with errmonis and red is solving the precipitate in

excess citrio acid, a complex citrate salt thus being

formed# The pH could finally be adjusted to be exact*

ly 7*0 by the addition of a few drops of ammonia, the

ThB not being repre cipitated.

The impregnation carried out in this solution

was quite satisfactory, the ThC' c<-tracks being

observed throughout the thickness of the emulsion.
-7

Owing to the short life of 10 sec. of the The'

nucleus, the oC-track should always be accompanied

by the -track due to the thorium C.C disintegrat¬

ion. Electron tracks were nearly always observed to

be associated with the ThC1 cA -tracks in the emulsion

impregnated in neutral solution. However, in a trial

impregnation carried out in acid solution, the ThO'oC-

trscks were observed to be very much more discontinu¬

ous and in a very much smaller proportion of the
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disintegrations were -tracks observed to start

from the same origin#

This is illustrated in the photographs, sht^n

overleaf, cxf typical tracks produced in the emulsion

after impregnation in neutral and acid solutions.

The discontinuous nature of the o( -tracks after the

acid impregnation is very evident in photographs

3 and 4 and, although ^5-tracks are actually seen
near the origins of two of the <x-tracks shewn, the

common origin of the tracks is more doubtful than in

the case of the d. - and (3 -tracks in photo graphs
1 and 2.

The importance of the ionium impregnations being

carried out in neutral solution is, therefore , evid¬

ent, It is noteworthy that the plate in which only

10$ of conversion electrons was observed was impreg¬

nated in acetic acid solution, as also the emulsions

used by Albouy, reraggi, Rlou and feillec (1), which

yielded similar results,

300 ThC oC-tracks were measured and the graph

obtained by plotting the values of x^ against z2 is

shown in fig, 1, Eot all the points of similar co¬

ordinates are plotted in order to ovoid confusion of

the diagram. The points ore seen to lie approximately
on a straight line, although the best straight line

through the points can not be determined merely by

observation. The 'laussian Method of least Squares

was, therefore, used to determine the gradient of
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the best straight line through all 300 roeasured

points, Jrom the value of the gradient, the relative

shrinkage factor 3' was found to be 1*73, the prob¬

able error being ± 0*01, This was the factor used in

all the measurements to convert depth readings from

the fine focus adjustment of the microscope into

the original vertical projections in microns,

The point at which Hie straight line outs the

x-axis gives the square of the mean range of the

ThC o<.-tracks in the emulsion, irrom the value of

this intercept, the moan range of the ThC' oC-part-

icles of energy 8-18 MeV is found to be 4S» 38 ± 0*20yu,
the error given being the probable error.

Using the known value of k for this microscope

and taking h = 1, fh was not determined as it was not

necessary to know it for the correction factor adopt¬

ed), the V8lue of the actual shrinkage factor,

S =• 3 '/^h, is found to be 2«25. The value calculat¬

ed from the composition of the emulsion is, therefore

too low by about 5^fe» the difference being quite

accountable for by the removal of glycerine. This

value of 2*25 is considerably lower than the value

of 2*7 ± 0*2 indicated by the experiments of Rotblat

and Tei in which the shrinkage factor was determined

from direct measurements of thickness. It is,

however, in good agreement with Hie value of

2*16 ± 0*07 found, by Yigneron for 02 emulsion. The

slightly higher value found in the KT 4 emulsion was
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to be expected, from the higher content of silver

halide, the calculated value of S being 2*15 as com¬

pared with 2*02 fa- the C2 emulsion.

The shrinkage factor of 2*25 was determined for

a relative humidity during exposure of 4The

value obtained will also depend upon the moisture

content of the emulsion at the time of observation,

which will vary with the relative humidity of the

atmosphere, and this effect would, therefore, need

to be taken Into account if the maximum accuracy was

required# Under the normal working conditions, how¬

ever, the emulsion surface is covered by a layer of

oil which, it was considered, would tend to prevent

any appreciable variation in the absorption of water

vapour. The value of the shrinkage factor, deter¬

mined as above under the normal conditions of meas¬

urement and for the conditions during exposure, is

considered to be sufficiently accurate.

3. Variation of Shrinkage Factor with the Angle
— ————«mmmmmmm*<nm—MWH—mmmrn full, i m«—.—mmtrnmn—mmm—mmtmmtmmtmmmmw—mm—Wn iri mmmi>li—IW.

of Dip of the Track.

Results published by Rotblat ana Tai (73)

indicated* that the mean range of a single group of

particles, calculated from the horizontal and vert¬

ical projections of the tracks, using a constant

shrinkage factor S, was constant up to an angle of

dip of about 20°. after which a decided increase in
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range was observed. This indicated that for the

steeper tracks the value of' the shrinkage factor

being used was too large and, therefore, the track,

consisting of a line of developed silver grains,

does not shrink to the same extent as 1&e surround¬

ing emulsion, Botblst's explanation of this effect

is that during processing the grains in a steep

track core into contact with each other and further

shrinkage of the emulsion can than only cause a

buckling of the tracks, which have a characteristic

"zig-sag!i appearance. The decrease in the vertical

projection of the track produced by this mechanism

appears to be less than would be deduced from the

shrinkage of the emulsion as a whole.

In order to examine if this effect introduced

any appreciable error in the ionium -range

determinations, which included no tracks with an

angle of dip greater than 40 , the range measure¬

ments were divided into four groups, according to

the angle made by the track with the plane of the

emulsion. The distribution of the angles of dip of

751 tracks measured in one plate with the corres¬

ponding mean ranges end standard errors were as

follows:
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Angle of i)ip Ho. of Tracks Mean Range

degrees microns

0-10 243 18.67 ± 0*04

11 - £0 239 18*67 ±0*05

21 - 30 197 18*86 ± 0*05

31 - 40 19*09 ± 0-11

The mean rarge for angles up to 20° is, there¬

fore, remarkably constant , but beyond this angle,

in agreement with Rotblat's experiments, an increase

in mean range is apparent. The odas against getting

such an increase in mean range with the standard

errors given were calculated to be more than 100 to

1 in each of the two cases. The increase in range

as the angle increases beycna 20° is, therefore,

real, but the order of magnitude, (2$ for an angle

of 40 ), is considerably less than that found by

Kotblat, (about 7^).

Therefore, if one were to include all tracks

in the range measurements, it would be necessary to

apply a correction .to the shrinkage factor applied

to the steepest tracks. In the present experiments,

however, as measurements were limited mainly to

tracks with angles of dip less than 30°, no apprec¬

iable error is introduced.
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VIII. 5IP3RIJ.5HTAI HE3UITS .

1. Relative I"umber of Conversion electrons.

(a) Pistes I aiid £: She first two plates examin¬

ed were of the original improved IJT Zb type, the

emulsion thickness being only 30,u.# She imp? egnat ion
with the ionium solution was carried out in

acetic acid and the electron tracks in these emul¬

sions showed a decided clumping of grains and a wide

spaelng between individual grains or clumps of grains*

Typical 50 keV electron tracks in these plates are

shown in photographo 5 and 6 below.
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1,843 oC-tracks of mean range 18*72/^ were

measured* Of these Ell were associated with

@ -tracks , the mean range of which was 13*92^,
carresponding to an energy cf 48 keV on the range-

energy curve given hy 2a ^ac (98)* As the binding

energy of the level of radium is 19*2 keV (75),
the emission of electrons can be inter p?e ted as

being due to the internal conversion of the Y-rad-
istiofa of 68 keV, the conversion electrons being

emitted in lit of the disintegrations, This result

13 in complete agreement with the original cloud

chamber measurements made by feillsc (84), who ob¬

served 2IE electron tracks out of a total of 1040

disintegrations, and with the recent measurements

made with Ilford G5 emulsions (1).

The average spacing between the origin of the

o<.-track and the first grain of the £5 -track in
these impregnated emulsions was £*3^ and there was

in many oases considerable uncertainty as to whether

a ^-track of which the first developed grain was
several microns from the origin of an ionium track

was, in fact, a conversion electron resulting from

the disintegration. The very high background fog in

these emulsions increased further the difficulty of

associating (3-tracks with -tracks. The very
limited thickness of the emulsion introduced an

additional error into the determination of the number

of conversion electrons, since it became necessary in
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this case to measure o(-tracks forned near the

surface of the emulsion, particularly as the ionium

tea not penetrated uniformly throughout the emulsion,

but showed a tendency to be adsorbed near the surface*

It seemed likely, therefore, that quite a large

proportion of the emitted electrons did not leave

visible tracks in the emulsion, the initial portion

of a track, which subsequently left the emulsion,
not being observed on account of the large grain

spacing near the beginning of the track.

(b) plate 5: Measurements were next made with a

100/x. thick emulsion of an experimental batch

supplied by Kodak, of sensitivity very similar to

the normal HT 4 emulsion# The impregnations were

carried out in neutral solution, as already described

in the section on impregnation of plates (pp,36-37),
*

The penetration of the ionium was now uniform through¬

out the emulsion and the quality of the electron

tracks was greatly improved# The tendency towards

clumping of grains was much reduced and the mean

grain spacing was smaller# The average number of

grains for a 50 keV electron track was now 22 as

against 15 in the first set of impregnations, and the

mean distance between the origin of the oL-track and

the first developed grain of an associated ^-track
was reduced from 2*3^ to 1*5^ •

207 electron tracks were observed out of a total
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of 1,216 oC -tracks , indicating that conversion
electrons were emitted in 17$ of the disintegrations,

a veins in better agreement with the known intensit¬

ies of the groups of c<-ray fine structure#

In fig# 2 is shown the graph obtained by plot¬

ting the number of @-tracks observed fcr increasing
numbers of groups of 60 c<-tracks. If the statistics

of relative numbers of <*- and ^-tracks were reliab¬
le throughout the plate one would expect the points

to lie on a straight line passing through the origin.

-f!> 2-

The initial portion of the curve is seen to be

discontinuous, but the points far the last 500

c<-tracks measured fall very closely on a straight

line, the gradient of which is It would appear,

therefore, that in the earlier measurements a larger
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proportion of electron tracks was not being observ¬
ed and the figure of 2C$ obtained from the linear

portion of the graph is probably a sore reliable
estimate of the number of conversion electrons

emitted*

(o) Plates 4 and 5: The BT 4 emulsion having

again become available, after a temporary breakdown
in maaufaeture, a further set of impregnations was

carried out with a reduced concentration of ionium

in the solution, as the density of tracks in plate

3 had been found to be too hi^h for reliable stat¬

istics to be obtained.

In these emulsions, the minimum ionization

tracks produced by cosmic radiation were observed

for the first time, The full sensitivity had,

therefore, been retained after the impregnation

process. The absence of these tracks in the

experimental emulsion p?eviously used couia not have

been due to desensitization or removal of background

during soaking, as the impregnation procedure was the

same in the two cases, sensitivity to minimum

ionization particles had, therefore, not been achiev¬

ed in the experimental emulsion.

In the BT 4 emulsion the average spacing between

an o(-track and a ^-track having a common origin was

1*3^ , and no difficulty was experienced in ident¬

ifying the conversion electron tracks associated with

the ionium disintegrations. The quality of the tracks
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was good end background grains or tracks very seldom

caused any confusion of the true path of the

j}-track, a difficulty which had sometimes been en¬
countered with the previous emulsions.

In plate 4, 876 o( -tracks were measured of

sshich E08 were undoubtedly associated with p-tracks,
conversion electrons therefore being emitted in

£3*7$ of the disintegrations. Confirmation of this

value was obtained by the measurement of a further

768 o<-tracks in another plate from the same batch.

Of these 186 had associated electron tracls t the

emission of conversion electrons therefore occurring

in £4•£$ of the disintegrations. The combined ob#

3ervations from these two plates leads to the result

that £4$ of the ionium disintegrations are accompan¬

ied by the emission of conversion electrons.

/Sio. of Cx'-Tracks.
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jH.g, 3 shows the number of p •tracks plotted
against the corresponding number of extracts for

plate 5, The points fit very closely a strsi^it

line passing through the origin, the gradient of

which is /25» This indicates that conversion

electrons ere emitted in 24$ of the disintegrations.

Typical electron tracks in the BT4 emulsion

are illustrated in the following photographs.
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(a) Consideration of Background Tracks,

The Ionium source used in the present experi¬

ments was the same as that previously used hy

Chadwiok ana Russell (16) and Ward (90), the prev*

ious history of which is given in the literature

(13), The percentage of ionium in the ionium-

thorium mixture, as founa by Ward, is therefore

(7*8 ± 0*7)$, In addition to the ionium tracks

recorded in the emulsion, the oC- and £! -disinteg¬

rations of the thorium series will aiso be present,
10

but owing to the very long half-life, (1*4 x 10

years), the number of thorium disintegrations will

be very small compared to the number of ionium

disintegrations. Any ©(-disintegration, other than

that of ionium, can at once be distinguished from

the range of the track. The only possible ©(.-dis¬

integration with on energy similar to that of

ionium is radium, but as the source had been purif¬

ied from radium two years previously, a calculation

showed that not mare than 3 out of the 5,000

c*-tracks measured could be attributed to radium.

The error introduced by erroneously attributing

^-disintegrations or other background (3 -tracks
to an ionium disintegration could best be determined

by counting the number of background p-tracks and
the number of ionium -tracks in a known volume of

the emulsion, A calculation of the probability of
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a (3-track originating within 5/x- of the origin of
an o< -track was found to "be about 1 in 100. The

error due to this cause in the number of conversion

electron tracks measured per 100 ionium c<-tracks

is certainly not greater than 1, as no ^-track
originating more than 5/x from the origin of an

ionium d-track was included in the statistics.

2. Energy of Conversion Electrons.

Fig. 4 shows the histogram of the ranges of the

400 (5 -tracks measured in plates 1. 2 and 3, the
frequencies being plotted for intervals of a micron

in range. The smoothed curve given in fig. 5 was

drawn from the graduated values of the data, obtained

by applying the 21-term summation formula of Spencer

(92) to the frequencies of the ranges arranged in

groups to the nearest 0*5^ . The smoothed curve

shows clearly the presence of two groups, the larger

of the two with a peak range of 13*5/^ representing
I

the L-conversion electrons, while the smaller group,

0*28 of the intensity of the main group, has the

peak range expected for the corresponding M~conver¬

sion electrons. The two razees, 1Z*5/+ and 22/ju
correspond to energies of 48 ke? and 64 keV on the

range-energy curve given by Zajac (98), which is

reproduced in fig. 6. These energies are consistent

with the interpretation of the two groups as
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re pre sent lng the 1 end K conversion electrons of a

-radiation of energy 68 ± 1 keV,

A small group with s ire an range of 35is also

evident# The corresponding mean energy is 83 keV, so

that this grout could be interpreted as electrons

arising from the K-eonversion of the 190 keV

y-radiation which, until the recent work of Curie (

(21), ©as thought to be emitted in 0*3$ of the dis¬

integrations.

Eg, 7 shoes the histogram of the frequency

distribution of the rar^es of 395 ^5-tracks neasur-

ed in plates 4 and 5, The smoothed curve is given

in fig, 8 and it is seen to be very similar in 3hape

to the curve shown in fig# 5 far the first set of

measurements# Two main groups are again seen to be

present, the peak ranges being, as before, I3*5yu.and
22jul, * The width at hslf-maximum height of the
1-conversion group is, however, now reduced from 7S$
to 58^ of the peak range, owing to the improved

quality of the tracks and the consequent decrease in

the uncertainty associated with the range measurements.

By measuring the areas under the two portions

of the curve, the ratio of the intensities of the M

and 1 conversion eleotrons was found to be 0*32,
whereas the e corresponding ratio found by Teillac (84)
was only 0*14, The mean range of all the tracks in

the two groups was found to be 16.10^ and by using
the relationship between neon rsngp and energy
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deduced by is.J. Williams (94), viz. h ©c S » the

mean ranges of the L and M conversion electrons were

found to be respectively 14,17^ snd 22,12,0. , irom
the range-energy calibration curve the ccrrespond!ng

mean energies are found to be 49 keY and 64 i#Y,

corresponding to the conversion of a 68 keY "^-rad¬
iation. The H-conversion electrons are ai3o includ¬

ed in the 64 keV group, the M and K groups not being

resolved as the difference in conversion energy is

only about 3 kaY,

In deducing the energies of the conversion

electrons, the theoretical curve, (fig. 6), fitted

by kajao to the experimental results, was used in

preference to the experimentally determined mean

ranges, u;aoh of these being found for only 25 - 50

traoks, an accurate value of the mean range was not

obtained on account of the large straggling of ranges.

The standard deviations given by ke^ac, being about

the same as those obtained by the measurement of 400

tracks, both In emulsion and cloud chamber experi¬

ments, are probably too small owing to the selection

of tracks for measurement.

The curve corresponding to the distribution of

ranges in the L-eonversion group has a width at half

maximum height equal to 55$ of the mean range, which

compares favourably with the value of 40-50$. given by

Williams (94) for cloud chamber measure men ts. The
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higher value found in the photographic emulsion was

to be expected, as the straggling of ranges will be

greater in a material of hi^ier atomic weight#
The percentage standard deviation of range about

the mean of the L-conversion electrons is and the

j standard error of the mean is 0.20^. The mean range

of the 49 keV electrons in the NT 4 emulsion is,

therefore, 14.1710.20/^. The standard deviation of
range about the mean of the M-conversion electrons is

1 3f> and the standard error in the mean is 0.30/-**
Thus, the mean range of electrons of energy 64 keV is

r--22.1 2± 0.30

Auger flleotron Tracks,

Radium 1-radiation was found by Riou snd uurie

to be emitted in about 10$ of the disintegration#
The experimental results on the emission of 1 and M

conversion electrons show that l-conversion electrons

are emitted in about 16$ of the ionium disintegrations.

Hence, 6 out of every 24 electron tracks should have

an associated short Auger track, isxtremely few of

these Auger tracks were observed, believer, but as the

mean energy of the 1-raaiation is 14 keV, the energy

of an Auger electron from the M shell would be 9 keV,

which corresponds to a range of only 1 micron on the

range-energy calibration curve. Such a track,

consisting of only one or at most two grains, would

very easily be missed, or attributed to background
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grains, and it could quite well be misinterpreted
as the initial grains of the longer conversion

electron track always present, longer Auger tracks

from outer levels, or from more energetic Irradiat¬

ion, could have a maximum range of and a few

such tracks were observed, but the identification

was still difficult. It is possible that a large

number of these short tracks would be obscured by

the oc-track lying directly above or be lew them,

Thus, no reliable statistics could be obtained

on the proportion of conversions accompanied by

Auger electron tracks , the mean energy of these

Auger electrons approaching the lower limit for the

production of recognizable tracks,

fhe only investigation of such low-energy

electron tracks is that of Slum (12), who found the

ranges in the 1EE 2a emulsion of Auger electrons from

bromine of energies between 9.5 ana 13 keV to be

between 1 and 2 microns#

3* Kange and energy of d-Particles,

k'ig. 9 shows the histogram of the frequency

distribution of the ranges of 4,687 ot-tracks, The

smoothed curve, obtained by the application of

Spencer's formula as for the ^-range histogram, is
also given. Only one group of rarges is evident, the

two groups of -particles with an energy difference
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of 69 keV not being resolved, as the expected diff¬

erence in range would be only about 0,4^ . The mean

range of all the tracks was fbund to be 18*63^, the
standard error being ±0*01yu, which represents the
mean range in the ME 4 emulsion of the two groups of

d -particles of energies 4*68 MeV and 4*61 MeV.

It is known, however, that all the -tracks

which are associated with conversion electron traeks

must belong to the lower energy group, or possibly

to a very weak third group of still lower energy
.

. ■

which, on account of the relatively very much smaller

intensity, will not meter tally affect the value of

the mean range found for the d, -tracks associated with

(? -tracks ,

The mean range of the 824 d -tracks observed to

be associated with conversion electron tracks was

found to be 18*38 ± 0*03^ , a value lower than the mem
range of all ck -tracks , a3 was to be expected. It

was possible, however, that the difference betvie en

the two means could be accounted for by random sampl¬

ing. In the case of samples in which the numbers of

observations are large, such as we are concerned with

in the present instance, the significance of the

difference between the two means can be tested by

calculating the standard error of the difference

between the means. This was found to be 0*031. If

the difference between the two means is greater than

twice its standard error, then the means are
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significantly different, i.e., it is unlikely that

they wouia be drawn from toe sane population by

random sampling, toe odds against being at least
19 to 1, In this case, the ratio, difference between

means/standard error of the difference
= 0*25/0*031 = 8.3,

which means that the odds against the two sets of

d-tracks being drawn from the same population is

extremely hi$x, and the difference between toe two

means has a real sigiif ioanoe* A further test was

carried out by applying the Student "t* test of

significance* The value of t was found to be 8*25,

whereas a value of only 2*58 was required in order

that toe probability of such a difference in means

occurring by chance should be 1 in 100* The -wS.ue

of 18*38 ± 0*03 ^ can, therefore , be taken as toe
mean range of the group of oC-particles of energy

4*61 MeV#

In order to examine if toe range of the

o(-parti cles emitted in the normal disintegration

to the ground state of radium was significantly

greater than the mean range of aLl d•particles,

an estimation was made of the mean range of the

d -tracts which were not accompanied by conversion

electron tracks. Only the d -tracks measured in

plates 4 and 5 were used in the determination, for

in the previous plates toe pro portion of electron

tracks expected from the c*~rsy fine structure was
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not observed and, therefore, some of the d-tracks

with out identifiable -tracks belonged to the group

of o(-particles of lower energy. In the last two

plates, however, as 24$ of all ot-tracks had assoc¬

iated -tracks, the remaining 76$ could safely be
assumed to belong to the normal group of d-particles

The mean range of these 1,232 d -tracks was found

to be 18*77,0., the standard error in the determinat¬
ion being ±0*02^, This mean range is again found
to be significantly greater than the mean range of

all oc-tracks and 18*77 ± 0*02^ can, therefore, be
taken as the mean range in the UT4 emulsion of the

o( -particles of energy 4*68 MeV,

These mean ranges of 18*77 and 18*38yaare about
2$ lower then the corresponding ranges for energies

of 4*68 and 4*61 MaV deduced from the range-energy

curve for c*-particles in Ilfcrd C2 emulsion given

by Rotblat (74)* Rotblst's results for the higher

ranges differ only little from those of lattes,

Fwler and Cuer (53) for type B1 emulsion, but

significant differences occur at the lower ranges.

As Rotblat's calibration was made with plates which

were kept in vacuum for about two hours before

exposure, so that most of the moisture contained in

the emulsion had been driven off, whereas the

exposures in the present experiment were carried out

with the emulsion at a relative humidity of 44$, the
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I

t

.

vslu© of zfo gives only en approximate estimate of

the increase in stopping power for -particle3 of

this energy of the Kodak I-If 4 emulsion compared with
the Ilfard C2 emulsion# The difference between the

mean ranges for the two groups of o<-particles,

however, corresponds exactly to 68 ke7 which, taere-

fare, represents the energy of the associated

Y-radiation.

Thus, the application of electron-sensitive

emulsions to the study of p( -disintegrations in

which conversion electrons are emitted, besides

enabling one to determine the energies of associated

Y-radistions from the ranges of the -tracks,

also makes possible the direct determination of the

energies of two groups of oC-particles, the difference

in energy of which is too site 11 for the two groups to

be resolved by plotting the normal range distribution

histogram#

4# Evidence for the -taxistenoe of a Weak 3roup

of oC-Particles of lower Energy,

I a) (A-Ran^e Histograms♦ In order to see if the

tail of the range distribution curve could be reduced

by increasing the accuracy of the measurements, a

histogram was drawn of the ranges of the tracks of

©(-particles lying very nearly in the plane of the

emulsion, so that additional errors due to the depth

determination were not involved# Fig# 10 shows the
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#

histogram of the ranges of 1,197 oC-tracks for which
the vertical projection was not greater than Bfj- ;

the ccrrespond!»g smoothed curve is also given. It
is seen that the tail of the curve is now reduced by

just over a micron at the hl$i-energy end, while
at the low-energy end, the presence of an additional

group of low intensity is indicated* Srom a meas¬

urement of the areas under the two portions of the

ourve, the intensity of this group was estimated to
he 2*8$ of the total intensity. Since the range

of the thorium o<-particles in the NT 4 emulsion

would he expected to he about 14*9/x-, only the very

extreme tail of the curve could be attributed to

thorium disintegrations* This subsidiary group

must, therefore, he attributed to an ionium

^-disintegration of lower energy than the two main

groups. The presence of 3uch a low -energy group has

already been indicated in the magnetic spectrograph

work of Rcsenblum, Valadares and Vial, who give 260

ke¥ as the corresponding difference in disintegration

energy, UTom the appearance of the smoothed curve in

fig* 10, the mem range of this weak group wouia seam

to be somewhat lower than would be expected, but it

certainly corresponds approximetely to such an energy

difference, any accurate estimation of the range

being impossible on account of the smallness of the

intensity*

The rejection of the steep tracks does not cause
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any substantial improvement in the width of the

range curve, the half-width at half-meximum height

being reduced only from 3*9$> to 3*7$, The latter
value is in excellent agreement with the value given

by Rotblet (74) for oC-particles of similar energy

The presence of the low-energy group of o<-part-.

icles becomes more apparent if one draws the histo¬

gram of oc-tracks associated with p -tracks, for the
relative intensity of the snail group is now increas¬

ed, as shown in Mg, 11, The intensity of the low-

energy group was found by measurement to be V10
the intensity of the main group and as this group

represents 24'/ of the total intensity, the Intensity

of the low-energy group associated with the emission

of conversion electrons is 2*4$, As this is the same

as the value found for the total intensity of the

weak group, one must conclude that at least part of

the Y-radiation associated with the (^-disintegrat¬

ion is almost completely converted, A histogram of

the ranges of the ^-tracks associated with the
oC ^tracks of shortest range shows that the ^-tracks

fell into two groups of mean energies 49 keV and

84k eV, corresponding as before to the L and M con¬

version electrons of a 68 ke7 radiation^ (see Fig. 1 £a)
The intensity of the 240 keV radiation found by

Curie is given as 0*05$, The intensity of the

corresponding o^-rsy group is 2$ and it is unlikely

that the difference could be accounted far by the

K-conversion of the 240 ^.eV radiation, since such
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hi$i energy electrons here not been observed and

character is tic K-radiation has not been detected*

As the transition has been shown to be associated

with the conversion of a 68 ^eV radiation, it seems

reasonable to assure that two }f-rayc of energies

190 and 68 keV are emitted in cascade, the letter of

the two being very strongly converted. This is con¬

sistent with the earlier work on the ^-radiation

by Curie ana Riou, which indicated that a V-ray
of 190 keV was emitted in 0*8?c of the disintegrations.

The number of K-conversion electrons corresponding to

this energy being found to be only 0*7^, (section

(o)), there must be an alternative method of trans¬

ition from the 260 to the 70 keV level.
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(b) Two Conversion Electron Tracks associated

with an o(-Track,

In a smell number of the disintegrations two

electron tracks were observed to have undoubtedly the

same origin as en o(-track. In each case the two

^ -tracks ha a almost equal ranges, the mean range

being 14. 15 yu, which is the same as the mean range
found for the 49 keV 1-conversion electrons. One

must conclude, therefore, that it is possible to have

two simultaneous transitions corresponding to an

energy difference of 68 keV. This is seen to be

possible if one adopts the follovdng energy level

scheme for the radium nucleus.

/

' /

' >

The two conversion electron tracks 3hould,

therefore, be omitted along with a ^-radiation of

about 120 keV, Bo evidence was found for the

simultaneous emission of three conversion electron

tracks, but several cases were observed in which a

^-track of range about 14yu appeared to be associated
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(see Jig* 12b)
•

^ - |
with a shorter (3-track of range about 4//A, although
the common origin in so ire of these cases was less

certain and the interpretation Of the tracks some¬

times difficult, fhe shorter of such a pair of

electron tracks could, however, be attributed to the

K-oornrersion of a radiation of energy ab out 130 keV,

the longer track arising from the L or M conversion

of a 68 keV radiation, the remaining radiation of

68 fceV presumably being unconverted* Jar reasons

which will be discussed later (pp.8t>-SB), it seems very

probable that no Y-radiation is emitted in the

transition from the first excited level to the ground

level and, therefore, all the Y-radiation of 68 keV,

of intensity of about 0*85?, must be emitted in the

transition from the 260 keV level to the 190 keV

level* It is difficult to see how the Y-radiation

of 140 keV, reported by Curie, could be fitted into

this energy level scheme, and it is suggested that

this radiation might possibly be s mixture of the two

radiations of 120 keV and 190 keV, which would appear

to be emitted on the basis of the evidence obtained

from the emission of conversion electrons.

One case was observed in which an electron track

of range 41*5^t originated from the same point as an
ionium o(-track and a second ^-track of rangs 14*6
These two ^-ranges correspond to energies of 92 and
50 keV respectively. The two electron tracks can,

therefore, be interpreted as the K and L conversion
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electrons respectively of Y-radiations of 190 keY

end 69 keV, The range of the associated ot-traek

was 17»5yu- and although one cannot attach natch
importance to a single measurement on account of the

straggling of ranges, this range is decidedly less

than the mean range, (18*4^), of the oC-tracks
associated with p-tracks and is in the region
expected far an energy difference of 260 keV,

Two of the clearest examples of the simultan¬

eous emission of two conversion electrons are

illustrated in the accompanying photographs; in

these two cases, there is no doubt at all that the

tbree tracks have a common origin. The third photo¬

graph, showing an exa nple of a similar event In the

acid-impregnated emulsion, is given for comparison.

The poorer quality of the ^-tracks is evident and
the larger gap often found between the origin of

the o(-track and a ^-track makes identification of
genuine conversion electrons more difficult.
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(c) Longer Range (3 -Tracks .

The histogram of ^ -ranges indicates the pres¬
ence of a small group of longer range than the

normal & ana H conversion electrons. The intensity

of this group raas estimated to be of the intensity

of the two main groups of electrons, which indicates

that the higher energy electrons are onitted in 0«7$
of the disintegrations. The ranges of the electrons

are between 29 f^. and 39 juu , giving a mean range
of approximately 34yu , the corresponding energy
being 84 keV. The binding energy of the K-shell

being 103*7 keV, this energy is consistent with the

interpretation of this group as being the K-oonver-

sion electrons of a X-radiation of energy about

190 keV. 0*7^ is the intensity given by Rosenblum

of the line of o^-ray fine structure at this energy

difference, but there is no significance in the fact

that this intensity is also found from the conversion

electron spectrum, far the electrons may also origin¬
ate from a 190 keV transition "between the 260 keV

and 70 keV levels. Moreover, the estimate of the

intensity of such a weak group in the present experi¬

ment is only very approximate.
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IX. SUMMARY AMU DISCUSSIOU.

1. Bxperimental Results.

Conversion electrons cor reap onding to a ft'-ray

energy of 68 keV have been observed to be emitted In

24$ of the ionium disintegrations. As this figure

is the same as that given by Rosenblum far the inten¬

sity of the line of d-ray fine structure differing

by 70 keV from the ground level, it has been estab¬

lished that the conversion of the 68 keV ^-radiation

is complete, or at least very nearly complete, the

intensity of the unconverted radiation being given

by Curie as 0»85>»*

The ratio of the intensities of the M and 1

conversion groups of electrons was found to be 0*32,

the value given by Teillac being only 0*14. Using

this figure and a value of 0«37 far the fluorescence

yield, Riou (68) calculated from the intensity of the

emitted 1-quant a a value of 0*28 - 0*04 for the

excitation probability of the 68 fceV level. Using

the corrected value of 0»32 in the determinati on of

the total excitation probability of the 1 and M

levels, the excitation probability of the first

excited level is now found to be 0*35, the agreement

with the oC-ray intensities not being so good in this

case.

The value of 0*32 for the ratio M conversions/l
conversions agrees well with the c corresponding value
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of 0*36, (ratio of M+H+O conversions to

X.j + Ljj + Ljjj conversions), found by Cranberg (18)
far the conversion electrons due to the 47 keV Y-rsy
of ReD. However, as the ionium conversion electrons
arise from a 0 —0 transition, quite different
relative conversion coefficients are possible, Ho

information seems to be available on the relative

numbers of L and M conversions to be expected fcr

such a transition,

Evidence has been found fcr the simultaneous

emission of two conversion electrons, each of which

corresponds to an L or M conversion of a 68 kBV

radiation# It is suggested that these conversion

electrons are associated with the transition from a

higher level, probably differing in energy by 260 keV

from the ground level, This transition could then

take place in one of the three following ways:

(a) by the emission of a Y-radiation of energy

about 260 keV, The presence of such a Y-radiation,
of energy 240 keV, has been indicated from curie's

absorption experiments. This radiation is emitted

in 0*05$ of the disintegrations,

(b) by the emission of two Y-radiations in cascade

of energies 68 keV and 190 keV , either or both of

which may undergo internal conversion. The L-conver-

sion of the 68 keV radiation and the K-corrversion of

the 190 key radiation would result in the simultaneous

emission of conversion electrons of energies 50 keV
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and 90 keV, A pair of electron tracks of these

energies, originating from an ionium d-disintegrat¬

ion of energy lower than the normal disintegration

energy, was in fact observed.

(o) by the emission of three t •radiations in

cascade, two of energy 68 keV and the third of energy

120 keV. On the basis of the theoretical considerat¬

ions discussed below, one of the 68 keV radiations

in this ease is always completely converted. The

experimental results show that in about 1$ of the

disintegrations two of the radiations are simultaneous¬

ly converted, the energies of the emitted electrons

either being both 50 kef or 50 kef and about 20 k»V,

the latter representing the K-conver si on of the

higher energy radiation.

This disintegration scheme is supported by the

fact that the presenoe of a group of o( -particles,

of intensity 2$ of the total intensity, is indicated

from the o(-range measurements. The disintegration

energy corresponding to this group differs by about

260 keV from the normal disintegration energy.

Stronger confirmation is obtained from Rosenblum's

magnetic spectrograph measurements, which show the

presence of two additional lines of fine structure at

energy differences of 190 and £60 kef.

The Y-radiation of energy about 200 keV,

originally indicated by the absorption experiments,

fits in well with the above results. As the result of
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a mere recent investigation, however, Curie (21)
reports that no K-radiation of this energy is

present, the radiation found previously being, in

fact, a mixture of two radiations of 140 and 240

keY* It is difficult to see how a radiation of 140

keV could be emitted on the basis of the proposed

energy level scheme; it is conceivable that the
140 he? radiation represents a mixture of two

radiations, possibly of energies 120 and 190 keV,

Characteristic K-radiation would also be expected to

be present, as the probability of conversion of this

radiation is very small,

2, The cere tic al considerations,

23o 2.Z6
Since both Io ana „Ra are even-even

?0 58

nuclei, we must assume that the angular momenta of

the ground levels are zero* Pew the experimental

results obtained for the relative intensities of

the two main groups of oC -ray fine structure indic¬

ate, according to Oaraow 's formula (34), that t here

should be no difference in spin between the ground

level of Z30Ic and the first excited level of "^Ra,
to 88

This means that the angular momentum of the first

excited state of the radium nucleus is also zero and

so the 68 ke? transition is of the type 0 > 0 ;

such a transition is strictly forbidden for all types

of electromagnetic radiation. The evidence from the
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fin® structure intensities is not entirely conclusive,

however, for a zero spin change and it is just poss¬

ible that a spin number of 2 could be attributed to

the first excited level. But from the relative

intensities of the conversion electrons and the if*

radiation of 68 keV we find Se/Hv = 35. The curves
of risk and Tayler (32) indicate that this value of

the internal conversion coefficient is certainly much

too high far quadripole radiation and one would need

to assume a spin change of at least 4 units, which is

quite Inconsistent with the fine structure Intensities^
Vie are, therefore, justified in assuming that the

transition from the first excited level to the ground

level of the radium nucleus is a 0 ■,) 0 transition,

Now, the oV-rsy selection rule, which states that the

parity of the system as a whole must not alter as the

result of an o(-dlsintegration, leads to the result

that the two levels of zero spin must also have the

same parity.

For the o(-particle itself has even intrinsic

parity and zero angular momentum and, therefore, the

jroduct (parity of I x parity of wave function) is

even. The spins of the two radium levels and the

ground level of ionium all being zero, the parity of

I for ail the levels is even, Therefore, the

intrinsic parities of the three levels must all be of

the same slgi in order that the parity of the system

a$ azfcole always remains unaltered. The intrinsic
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parities of the radium levels of sero spin most,

therefore, be both even or both odd, according as

the parity of the whole system is taken to be even

or odd. The assumption of an even parity for the

systems leads to the result that the product

(intrinsic parity x parity erf I) fee all -excited

radium levels must be even and so all these levels

are either (even x even) or (odd x odd)*

In the case of a 0 —4 0 transition in which
the two states have the same parity, atomic electrons

can be ejected in a direct transition, the transition

probability depending upon the penetration of atomic

electrons in the nucleus. This probability has been

calculated by ifossler (33) and leads in the present
-8

case to a period of 10 sec*

This type of transition mechanism is barred if

the two states have different parity and the transit-

Ion can then only occur as the simultaneous emission

of two quanta or of two electrons, or possibly of one

quantum and cose electron. This latter type of trans¬

ition, considered by Riou (68) to be the most likely

mechanism in the case of the ionium transition, would

actually seem to be most improbable as the scheme

proposed would only be necessary if the two states

had different parity. As this is not the case, the

two states certainly having the same parity, the most

probable type of transition is undoubtedly the emiss¬

ion of conversion electrons*
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However, on the basis of previous experimental

results, there were two serious objections to the

acceptance of this transition mechanism:

{a) The propertion of conversion electrons observed

was not equal to the excitation probability of the

first excitea state*

(b) A ^-radiation of 68 to7 had been shown to be

emitted in about 0*8f0 of the disintegrations* -;uch a

Y-radiation shouia not have been detected for a

0 —^ 0 transition involving only the emission of

conversion electrons,

fhe results discussed here show, however, that

conversion electrons are, in fact, associated with

Z0> of the disintegrations and this is core Is tent

with the view that only conversion electrons are

emitted in the transition*

The evidence presented fcr the existence of a

higher energy level, which can give rise to a trans¬

ition involving the simultaneous emission of two

conversion electrons, each corresponding to an energy

difference of 68 keY, mates possible the explanation

of the emission of the Y-radiation of this energy

as being due to the transition from the 260 to7 level

to the 190 to7 level. If this interpretation is

accepted, there no longer seems to be any objection

to the transition from the 68 keV level to the ground

level always involving the emission of only the

corresponding conversion electron.



As the Intensity of the unconverted "K -radigfcion

of 68 teV was found to he 0*85'^, the value of Ife/N^
is certainly not greater than 2* The curves of Hsk

and Taylor indicate that the most probable type of

radiation is, therefore, magnetic dipole and conse¬

quently there should probably be a spin difference of

one unit between the two higher levels# The evidence

from the c<-:ray fine structure appears to indicate

that the 260 keV level also has zero spin, but in

this case the transition to the ground level would

again be a 0 —-*■ 0 transition and consequently

forbidden for ell types Gf radiation# However, as

Curie has detected a X-radistion of energy 240 keV,

it seems necessary to attribute a spin number greater

than 0 to this level#
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X. AH INVESTIGATION OP MORE RAPID 1ETH0IB PIT

OP g .mion mm,
1# Measurement of Projected Ranges*

The method used hare of determining actual

ranges of ^ -tracks by measuring vertical and horiz-
ontal projections from grain to grain along the

track is very slew and tedious and involves consid¬

erable strain on the observer# It wouM be an

advantage, therefore, in the farther application of

the electron-sensitive emulsion to the investigation

of low energy (3 -particles if a quicker and less
laborious method of measurement could be used, with¬

out appreciably effecting the accuracy of the energy

determination. Other authors (1) have measured

simply the horizontal projections from grain to

grain along the curved path of the track and have

assumed that the ratio projected range/actual range,

determined for air from cloud chamber tracks, could

be applied equally well to the photographic emulsion.

It would appear, however, that they also applied a

correction far the shrinkage of the emulsion, which

one would not expect to be necessary as the shrinkage

docs not affect any measurements made in the plane

of the emulsion and, therefore, should not affect a

multiplication factor applied to measurements of

horizontal projections. In order to verify, however,

that the factor used does apply equally well to
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tracks formed in the emulsion, in which the vertical

projections are altered during processing, it is

necessary to use the determined value of the shrink¬

age factor to obtain actual ranges and compare these

with the measured projected ranges.

Th© values of projected ranges ccorresponding to

the actual ranges of 400 @ -tracks were determined,
when the actual ranges were plotted against the

projected ranges, the points were found to lie sym¬

metrically about a straight line, (fig# 13), but

owing to the fairly barge scatter of the points, it

was necessary to determine the best straight line

through the points by the Gaussian method of Least

Squares, This determination gave a value of actual

range/projected range Gf 1*222 ± 0*006, the error

given being the probable err car. This value is in

complete agreement with the reciprocal value of 0*82

obtained by Tsien San-Tsiang, Marty and breyfus (87)
from cloud chamber measurements. The fact that the

two values are the same is valuable confirmstion that

the shrinkage correction applied in the determination

of actual ranges is reliable. The cloud, chamber

mes3urements do not involve any such correction.

The conversion factor was derived from observat¬

ions on all tracks, including those which were entire*

ly in the plane of the emulsion and which, strictly

speaking, were not subject to any correction, but if

actual ranges are to be deduced from-a histogram of
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projected ranges it is necessary to treat all tracks

similarly#

Fig* 14 shows the smoothed curve obtained fa?

the distribution of projected ranges with the corresp-

onding curve for the expa?in©ntally determined actual

ranges# The two curves are found to be very similar

in shape, but the half-width at hal f-roaximura height

far the projected ranges is 35$ compared with 29$
for the actual range determinations# It is doubtful

whether the additional error introduced is serious

as it is not possible# even under the most favourable

circumstances, to resolve groups of neighbouring

energy asing to the large straggling of (3 -particles.

The mean projected range of the 49 feeV electrons

is found to be 11 *50^ which, when multiplied by
1*22# gives as the corresponding actual range 14*06yu#
The directly measured mean range being 14*17yu., the
error introduced in the determination of mean range

is less than 1$» In cases, therefore# where the

maximum possible accuracy in range measurements is

not essential, the advantages of measuring only

horizontal projections along the path of the particle

outweigh the consequent snail decrease in accuracy

suffered# Uare, however, naist be exercised in the

application of the conversion factor to ranges of

6 -particles of energy greater than about 100 keV,

as this is the maximum range quoted by Tsien San-

Tsiang, Marty, and Dreyfus#
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An even more rapid measurement of electron

ranges is possible by measuring only the "strai^it

line" range between the origin and the end of the

track, Bueh measurements were made for 114 traeis ♦

The points far these ranges plotted against actual

ranges were more widely scattered than before,

Srorn the gradient of the best strai^it line throu^i

the points, the ratio actual range/"straight line"

range was found to be 1*81, The corresponding

value used in cloud chamber work is about 1*5, but

a different factor is to be expected in this case,

as it now depends upon the scattering power of the

material traversed and this will be greater for the

photographic emulsion than for the gases used in

the Wilson cloud chamber. It is not considered that

this method of determination of ranges has much to

recommend it, unless only an order of magnitude is

required,

2, Srain Counts,

The determination of the number of grains per

track is rapid and much less tedious than the me as*

urement of ranges, Orain counting, however, suffers

from the serious disadvantage that the number of

grains in a track of one and the same ran,^ may vary

from one batch of the emulsion to another and

certainly does vary with the processing conditions,

whi-eh sliotslfl. there-fare be kept as reproducible as
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possible* On the other hand, the ranges of the
electrons depend only on the chemical composition of

the emulsion and so the same range-energy calibration

curve can be used for all batches of plates provided

that the composition is not altered by the makers#

The range will, however, depend to some extent on the

exposure conditions, as the variation in moisture

content will produce a variation in the stopping

power of the emulsion. Rotblat (74) has indicated

that far oC-particles the ranges obtained in expos¬

ures at atmospheric pressure and average humidity have

to be increased by 3 - 4$ over those founa in emul¬

sions exposed in vacuo, in which case all the water

vapour is oompletely driven off*

At the outset of an investigation of (3 -particle
energies by means of grain counting, a calibration in

terms of ranges would, therefore, be necessary and if

measurements were to be made with plates from differ¬

ent batches, a correlation between the various grain

densities would need to be found#

Jig# 15 shows the histograms of the numbers of

grains per track far measurements in pistes 1 mid 2

and in plates 4 and 5# The increase in sensitivity

of the emulsion is at once evident, the mean grain

count per track having increased from 15 to 23. The

ha If-width at half-maximum height of the smoothed

curve for plates 4 and 5 is found to be 35$, the

oca?responding standard deviation being 30$. The
standard deviation of grain counts is, therefore,
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somewhat higher* than that for actual ranges, but is

the same as that found far projected ranges. The

determination of ranges from grain counts and pro¬

jected ranges would, therefore, seen to be equally

good, the latter method probably being preferable

as no additional calibration is required.
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XI. A PREIIiaKftRY IMVKSTiaftTIQB OP THE C0MVSP3I0H

ELECTROS 3PSOTRULI OF RADIOTHCRIUM.

1. Introduction.

Rsdiotharium, an isotope of ionium of mass 228,

disintegrates with the emission of o(-rays to give

thorium X, the ds-emission heing accompanied by a

X -radiation, first studied by fhibaud {'85), who
isolated by means of a crystal spectrometer two ra$s

of energies 72*8 and 85*5 he 7. JJeitner {55), who

nBde s more detailed study, investigating the energ¬

ies of the emitted electrons as well as those of the

V-radiations, concluded the existence of two

radiations of energies 85*5 and 88*5 keV. These

were interpreted as the •*>& X-radiations

of radium, but a new study by the magnetic spectro¬

graph by Surugue and Tsien san-Tsiang (82) gave a

more precise determination of the energies and inten¬

sities of the secondary electrons, which were shown

to be due to the internal conversion of two X-rad¬

iations of energies 86*8 and 83*3 faeV, the latter

being the more intense of the two.

Selective absorption experiments by Eiou {67,68)
oonfirmed the existence of two ^ -radiations, the

energies of which were given as 84*00 - 1*15 and

86*48 ~ 1*33 keV• The intensity of the higher energy

radiation was found to be 0*35 of that of the 83*3

kev radiation, the absolute intensities being
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0*7 i 0-2 and 1*8 ~ 0*5 per 100 disintegrations.

The l-radistion of radium was found to be aaitted

in 7 i 1*6$ of the disintegrations and, therefore,

one would expect conversion electrons to be observed

in about 20$ of the disintegrations. Surugue aid

fsien jan-Tsiang observed conversion electrons in

only 6*9$ of the disintegrations and confirmation

of this value was obtained from observations made

with IIfor d Q-5 emuls i on by Albouy and Teillsc (2),

who observed electrons of energy corresponding to

the L-conversion of an 86 keV radiation in 7*6$ of

the disintegrations.

The o(.-ray spectrum of radiotharium was studied

by Rosenblum, Yaladares and lerey (70), who found

two lines of fine structure, corresponding to an

energy difference of 86*7 keV* The ratio of the

intensity of the lower energy group to that of the

main group was accurately determined and found to be

39 - l/lOO. The excitation probability of tte excit¬

ed level is, therefore, 0*28 + 0*01, The value

calculated from the intensities of the L-quanta and

V-radiation was found by Riou (68) to be 0*23 + 0.04,

which is in good agreement, but the results on the

conversion electrons are quite inconsistent, indicat¬

ing an excitation probability of about 0*1,

Ho indication was found of an o(-level at an

energy of 170 keV, corresponding to the sum of the

energies of the two y-radiotions , and the two rays
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must, therefore, be emitted in parallel and not in

cascade. Two levels separated by only 3*5 keV

would not be resolved in Rosenblum's spectrograph,

but a broadening would be observed compared with the

expected width of a single line# This expected

broadening was actually observed for the ground level

and not for the excited level at 86*8 kseV.

The difficulties encountered in the interpretat¬

ion of the results on the ^-radiation, conversion

electrons and <K-ray intensities are seen to be

analogous to those which existed in the case of

ionium. The intensities of the lines of ck -ray fine

structure indicate that there should be no spin

change between the ground state of radiotharium and

the excited level of the product nucleus, and hence

the de-excitation of this level again involves a

0 —> 0 transition, forbidden far all types of

electromagnetic radiation. By analogy with the ease

of ionium, one is therefore led to expect the emiss¬

ion of conversion electrons in 28$ of the disintegrate

ions, but at the moment it doe3 not seem to be poss¬

ible to explain the inconsistency of the emitted

Y-radiation in the same way as far the ionium

V-radiation of 68 keV.

2. Experimental investigation.

(a) Treatment of Plates: Kodak HT 4 emulsion was
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Impregnated with radioto.arium by soaking in a

neutral solution of the complex ammonium oxalate.

Exactly the same procedure was adopted as in the

case of the ionium impregnations, the chemical be¬

haviour of the two substances being identical. The

plates were dried quickly in a stream of warm

nitrogen and then left exposed for 20 hours, the

relative humidity being kept constant at 44$, Tne

processing of the plates was carried out as before,

Klon developer being used.

The radiotherium in the solution used was in

equilibrium with its derivatives end, therefore,

there should be recorded in the emulsi on an equal

number of radio thorium and thorium X o( -tracks, the

ranges of which are not very different. However,

when a thorium X disintegration takes place, thoron,

with a half-life of 54*5 sec,, is produced and this

^^disintegration is followed immediately by the

thorium A o(-emission, the hal f-life being only

0*16 sec. It would seem to be impossible, therefore

that a single ThX o(-track could be recorded, an

c<-star consisting of at least three tracks, due to

the ThX, Tn and ThA disintegrations, always being

produced. In some cases a fourth o(-track, arising

from ThC or ThO1, could also be recorded and an

o(-star with five branches could be formed from "toe

series disintegration of RdTh itself, but owing to

the relatively longer half-life of ThX. 3*64 davs-
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such an event would be comparatively rare. It was

considered, therefore, that all single o(-tracks

could be attributed to RdTh, ThC and ThC* single

o( -tracks will, of course, also be present, but
the long-range ThC* disintegration can be recognized

at once Hiid tie ThC oC-tracks, having a rang3 of

about 27yu. , should be distinguishable from those
of RdTh of range 23^,

(b) Results of Observations.

o(-Range Histogram: Pig. 16 shews the histogram

obtained by plotting the frequency distribution of

the ranges of about 500 o(-tracks. Three groups

of ck-particles, of mean ranges 22, 24 and 26^.,
seem to be present, these being the ranges expected

for the BdTh, ThX and ThC oC-tracks respectively.

As already pointed out, the occurrence of single

ThX o(.-track3 was not to be expected. If the

apparent group of oC-particles with a range of 24 jut-

has to be attributed to ThJS, the only possible

explanation would seas to be that the thoron pro¬

duced from the disintegration has sometimes time to

migrate before itself disintegrating and producing

the thoron and thorium A o(-tracks • This view

was confirmed by observations on the ck-stars, which

showed that besides the 3, 4 and 5-branched stars

expected, a considerable number of stars consisting
of only two o(-tracks were also present.
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It would appear that these roust be attributed to the

thoron and thorium A disintegrations, The number of

single U-tracks recorded was actually lower than

the number expected for equilibrium conditions,

whereas a higher value should have been found if

some of these were to be attributed to thorium X.

However, this is readily explained by the fact that

the adsorption by the emulsion of RdTh and ThX ions

is very different. WestoO (91) showed that the ThX

and ThB ions penetrate to greater depths than those

of Th and RdTh and although in the present experiment

RdTh tracks were observed throughout the emulsion, it

is likely that a lower concentration of RdTh than of

ThX was adsorbed. Thus, no reliable information can

be obtained from the relative numbers of disintegrat¬

ions, as the extent of adsorption varies with differ¬

ent ions.

-Range Histogram; As all the o( -tracks measured

cannot be attributed with certainty to radiothorium,

the statistics of associated ^-tracks are very doubt*
ful end in order to obtain reliable results, it will

be necessary to repeat the observations using for

impregnation a purified source of RdTh, free from

ThX and ThC.

Out of 468 aL-tracks measured, 219 were observed

to be associated with electron tracks; the histo¬

grams of the ranges and numbers of grains are shown
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in fig# 17# The existence of a group of very low-

energy p -tracks is evident from both histograms,
but the numb a* of longer range tracks measured is

insufficient to give any resolution of the energies,

the spectrum appearing to be continuous up to an

energy of about 66 ke¥# The highest energy electrons

have, therefore, the energy expected fcr the L-con-

version electrons of an 86 fee? X-radiation.

The mean ranee of the Ion energy electrons is

2• , corresponding to a mean energy of about 20

keV, The mean energy is, therefore, appreciably

higher than that of Auger electrons from the conver¬

sion of radium l-radiatlon and so these electrons

must originate from the 1, (or possibly K), conver¬

sion of a nuclear % -radiation, the energy of which

would be about 39 keV,

The shortest of the tracks consisted of only

one grain and there was considerable uncertainty in

their identification, but the longer tracks of range

2-5^ were undoubtedly genuine electron tracks
originating from the cC -dis Integrati on. Two examples

of suoh tracks are illustrated in the photographs

overleaf. (Nos. 18 and 19).
104 short (3 -tracks were observed out of the

total of 468 o( -tracks, itrorn the shape of a smoothed

ck -range histogram, it was estimated that 400 of

these could be attributed to radiothorium; the

proportion of the disintegrations associated with the
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emission of the low energy conversion electrons is,

therefore, of the order of magnitude of 26%, a

value in good agreement with Rosenbltun's figure of

28$, for the intensity of the line of c<-rsy fine

structure at an energy difference of 86*7 keV.

The mean range of all the -tracks measured

was found to be 23*06 ± 0*07^, while the mean range
of the o(-tracks with associated short |9-tracks
was 22*59 ± 0*15^u,# The difference between the two
means is, therefore, 0*47ju. and the standard error
of the difference is found to be ±Q*17ycx, Thus ?

the difference between the two means being 2»76

times its standard error, the probability of such

a difference in means occurring by random sampling

is less than 0«01, and the difference in means is

significant* jsrom the range-energy calibration

obtained from the ranges of the two groujs of

ionium oC-tracks, this difference in mean range is

found to cor respond to an energy difference of 84

keV# The low energy conversion electrons are, there*

fore, emitted as the result of an oC-transit!on to

an excited level of energy ab out 84 key.

The mean range of the <X-tracks associated with

the longer -tracks was found to be, on the other

hand, 23*^7 ± 0*17^, which is actually higher than
the mean range of all oi-tracks, although tie increase
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in me mi range is found not to be significant.

Thorium a has recently been shown by "Rosenblum f71)

to possess a line of fine structure corresponding to

s disintegration energy of 5*448 Me?, which is

practically equal to the normal disintegration

energy, 5*483 Me?, of rod!otherium« The mean range

of the o(-tracks associated with the longer -tracks

is, therefore, equal to the range of the lower

energy ThX <X -particle, but as the intensity of

this group was given ns only 5;.i, it is unlikely tint

many of the disintegrations could be attributed to

ThX.

In a small number of the disintegrati ons , two

electron tracks were observed to originate from an

c<-track, but the number measured was too smell to

give any information on energies,

3. Summary#

About Z&p of the radiotherium (^-disintegration®
have been found to be accompanied by the emission of

conversion electrons of energy about 20 keV; it has

been possible to show that the conversion is assoc¬

iated with an c<v —disintegrsti on differing in energy

by about 84 keV from the normal disintegration

energy. The excitation probability and the energy

of this -excited level are, therefore, in good

agreement with the results obtained from the c<-ray

fine structure by fhe magnetic spectrograph.
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electrons e or responding to the i-eonversion of

an 86 keV rod isti on have also been observed, but

further experinents siitk a purified radiothorium

source vuill be necessary in order to obtain reliable

statistics for the emission of the higher energy

ele otr ons •
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XII. 0 OilPLUS I GIT,

The electron-sensitive emulsion has been shown

to be of value in the investigation of modes of

disintegration of c<-radioactive bodies* The

application of this new emulsion enables one to

obtain from the same experiment information on;

(a) the energies ana relative intensities of

lines of <*-ray fine structure;

(b) the proportion of disintegrations associated

with the omission of conversion electrons;

(o) the energy of the secondary electrons and

hence the energy of converted y-redistion;
(d) the simultaneous occurrence of two or more

oonversion electrons, indicating the emission of

Y -radiationsin cascade.

The genuine conversion electron tracks always

originate from the same point as an d-track of

which the range corresponds to the disintegration

energy of the oC-radioactive body under investigat¬

ion. Thus, the difficulties arising from background

(3 -tracks are largely overcome. On the other hand,
for the successful application of the emulsion to

the study of ^-radioactive bodies for which there
is no mears of identification of the genuine disin¬

tegration electrons, elimination of background

tracks would be essential. In the field of natural

radioactive disintegrations, the electron-sensitive
emuis-ion is, there fere , mere suited to the study of
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U -aisintegrations associated with conversion

electrons, or p -disintegrations in which an
c<-track is also recorded#

As r result of the investigation of the o( -part

icles and conversion electrons emitted in the dis¬

integration of ionium, the following energy level

soheine is proposed for the radium nucleus. The

transition from the first excited level to trie ground

level always takes place by the emission of conver¬

sion electrons,
kW
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A preliminary investigation of the conversion

electrons emitted in the disintegration of radio-

thorlum has indicated that electrons of energy about
20 keV are emitted in approximately 26^ of the dis¬

integrations, These electrons are emitted in con¬

sequence of the excitation of a level differing in

energy by 84 keV from the ground level.
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